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Abstract:
The nature and rates of morphologic adjustments of streams to point sediment loading are poorly
understood. No widely applicable method or model currently exists for predicting the magnitude and
duration of effects of point sediment loading on channel morphology and longitudinal profile
development, including the form, extent, and ages of terraces that may develop during stream
rejuvenation following a sediment loading event.
This study presents an empirical, numerical model that quantifies the geomorphic response of the
Madison River in southwest Montana to the sediment imposed on it by the Madison Slide in 1959. The
basis of the model is the thirty year adjustment of the river longitudinal profile below the slide. The
model provides a conceptual framework for future investigations of the morphologic impact of coarse,
point-sediment loading on channel morphology.
The adjustment of the river longitudinal profile is reconstructed using 1959 and 1989 surveys of the
water surface and surveys of a flight of fluvial terraces that are forming below the slide. The timing of
terrace formation is established using aerial photographs, discharge data, and estimates of
threshold-exceeding flows.
The river has incised approximately 20 m into the slide debris and currently lies 39 m above its former
channel at the slide crest. The locus of bedload aggradation is currently 2.7 km below the outlet of
Quake Lake. The model predicts that the future limit of recognizable bedload aggradation below the
slide will occur approximately 5.5 km downstream of the Quake Lake outlet, or 2.8 km from where it is
currently. Calculated aggradation and degradation rates using post-1959 terrace long profile data
suggest that the time needed for slide debris to prograde this distance is approximately 110 years.
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ABSTRACT
The nature and rates of morphologic adjustments of streams to point sediment loading
are poorly understood. No widely applicable method or model currently exists for
predicting the magnitude and duration of effects of point sediment loading on channel
morphology and longitudinal profile development, including the form, extent, and ages of
terraces that may develop during stream rejuvenation following a sediment loading event.
This study presents an empirical, numerical model that quantifies the geomorphic
response of the Madison River in southwest Montana to the sediment imposed on it by the
Madison Slide in 1959. The basis of the model is the thirty year adjustment of the river
longitudinal profile below the slide. The model provides a conceptual framework for future
investigations of the morphologic impact of coarse, point-sediment loading on channel
morphology.
The adjustment of die river longitudinal profile is reconstructed using 1959 and 1989
surveys of the water surface and surveys of a flight of fluvial terraces that are forming
below the slide. The timing of terrace formation is established using aerial photographs,
discharge data, and estimates of threshold-exceeding flows.
The river has incised approximately 20 m into the slide debris and currently lies 39 m
above its former channel at the slide crest. The locus of bedload aggradation is currently
2.7 km below the outlet of Quake Lake. The model predicts that the future limit of
recognizable bedload aggradation below the slide will occur approximately 5.5 km
downstream of the Quake Lake outlet, or 2.8 km from,.where it is currently. Calculated
•aggradation and degradation rates using post-1959 terrace long profile data suggest that the
time needed for slide debris to prograde this distance.is approximately 110 years.
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INTRODUCTION
The Problem
I

'
I
The nature and rates of morphologic adjustments of streams to point sediment loading

are poorly understood. Much research regarding stream response to sediment loading has
been in proglacial systems adjusting to changes in water and sediment discharges imposed
by changes in the state of flux of a glacier (Krigstrom, 1962; Fahnestock, 1963; Price,
1971; Church and Ryder, 1972; Maizels, 1979; Thompson and Jones, 1985). Others have
examined sediment transport and channel adjustments following mass movements into
stream channels (Harvey, 1980; Madej, 1982; Pearce and Watson, 1986; Perkins, 1989;
Miller, 1990) and increased sediment loads imposed by human activities such as mining
(Gilbert, 1917; Pickup and others, 1983; Lewin and Macklin, 1987; James, 1989;
Knighton, 1989). A recent example of rapid geomorphic response from sediment loading
of high magnitude is terrace formation along the upper Toutle River drainage following
deposition of rockslide-avalanche and pyroclastic debris from the 1980 eruption of Mount
St. Helens, W ashington (Paine, 1984; Meyer and Martinson, 1989).
However, no widely applicable method or model currently exists for predicting th e magnitude and duration of effects of point sediment loading on channel morphology and
longitudinal profile development, including the form, extent, and ages of terraces that may
develop during stream rejuvenation following a period of aggradation brought on by
increased sediment loads. The numerous studies initiated more than thirty years ago on the
physics of fluid dynamics and particle motion may allow modeling of sediment transport
and channel adjustment over very brief time periods, and the assumption of a steady-state
may be appropriate for geologic time periods. Yet, the time scale in which modeling of

2
fluvial forms and processes is least understood is on the order of years to centuries (Meade,
1982). These are precisely the time scales land managers, environmental scientists, and
civil engineers must incorporate into their design and management activities. It is important
therefore to define the nature of stream response to perturbations such as point sediment
loading where historic data on such responses are available.
The objective of this study is to quantify and explain the geomorphic response of the
Madison River, in southwest Montana, to the point addition of sediment imposed on the
river by the Madison Landslide (Madison Slide), a large earthquake-induced rockslide that
dammed the channel in 1959 (Figure I). More specifically, this study develops an empirical
numerical model that quantifies the evolution of the long profile and identifies the variables
controlling the formation of a sequence of fluvial terraces below the slide as the Madison
River regrades. The study also documents the nature of the downstream propagation of the
sediment load from the slide across both time and space and suggests a methodology for ’
generalizing to other rivers and sediment inputs.
The introduction of 3.7 x IO7 yd^ (2.8 x IO7 m^) (Hadley, 1964) of debris into the
channel at the Madison Slide has created a natural laboratory in which to study and
document 30 years of terrace formation and channel adjustment in a high energy

I
environment. The site not only bears the advantages of natural scale but also many of the
advantages of flume models such as a large quantity of readily available and erodible
unvegetated sediment, rapid response time, and relatively well-known discharges.
Emergency work and spillway construction on the slide by the United States Army Corps
of Engineers (A.C.E.) in the months following the event has provided a detailed database
of initial channel response, including the early adjustment of the channel long profile. Only
rarely are initial and boundary conditions so well known in natural systems. No study,
either cursory or comprehensive, has been directed at the responses of the Madison River
to the Madison Slide following work by the A.C.E. in the fall of 1959. The Board of

3
Consultants, employed to oversee emergency work at the slide by the A.C.E. and others in
1959, suggested that surveys of channel response be continued at the slide for several years
(A.C.E., 1960), however, these surveys were never carried out.

Figure I. The Madison Shde shortly after it blocked the Madison Canyon in August of
1959 (from A.C.E, 1960).View is upstream.
The ultimate aim of studies of this type is a predictive model of stream response to
sediment loading. Perhaps the most important application of such a model is the prediction
of stream responses as a function of stream energy, amount and caliber of imposed load
and valley morphology, including the prediction of erosional and depositional thresholds.
For those who are attempting to control or manage the fluvial system, such predictions are
useful. Quantitative modeling of how much variation in the controlling variables a stream
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system can tolerate before change occurs is also an important goal in the fields of fluvial
geomorphology and hydraulic engineering.
An understanding of long profile adjustments of a stream to sediment loading will
also aid the interpretation of ancient fluvial deposits and landforms such as glacial outwash
terraces. Terraces are common in many basins and they provide the geomorphologist with
the opportunity to observe the form of the river long profile as grade is approached from an
initial disequilibrium profile. Terraces are commonly used to date events and document
changes in fluvial conditions, in particular the rates of channel adjustment of which little is
known. The post-1959 terrace sequence below the Madison Slide may serve as a modem
analog to terraces of larger scale, assuming terrace formation is scale independent.
Questions
In light of the objectives, the research questions to be addressed in this study are:
°

W hat is the nature of the spatial and temporal evolution of the longitudinal profile of
the Madison River in response to the point addition of load from the Madison Slide?

«

How far downstream from the Madison Slide point will channel morphology be
affected? ■

•

At what rate will the locus of channel aggradation and prograde down the valley and
what variables control this rate?

The methodology employed to achieve the above objectives and questions involve
quantifying the morphologic response across time and space. Specifically, this includes
reconstructing the thirty year evolution of the long profile from surveyed water surface ,and
terrace long profiles and determining the nature and rates of aggradation and degradation
downstream of the slide and the variables that control these processes. Rates of vertical
channel adjustment and chronology of the post-1959 terrace sequence below the slide are
interpreted using aerial photography and discharge records. Description, genesis, and

y
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correlation of the terrace sequence are also detailed. Morphologic adjustments of streams to
sediment loading may be controlled by morphologic variables other than slope. Therefore,
planimetiic adjustments of the river are identified using aerial photographs.
Morphologic adjustment processes of streams are dependent on the stochastic nature of
water and sediment discharges, therefore, stream behavior prediction is a probabilistic
problem (Heede, 1980). However, the resistance of streams to change is also a function of
deterministic properties such as the particle size of channel sediments. These properties,
therefore, are analyzed in the context of measured aggradation and degradation rates and the
processes which controlled terrace formation,below the slide. The results are then
numerically modeled with the purpose of predicting the temporal and spatial limit of
morphologic change that is a direct result of the point addition of sediment from the
Madison slide.
Study Area
The Madison River heads in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, and flows
northwest where it enters Hebgen Lake (Hebgen Reservoir), a Montana Power Company
water storage impoundment (Figure 2). The river then flows west through the Madison
Canyon and leaves the Madison Range at the canyon mouth in the vicinity of the Madison
Slide where it flows through the Missouri R ats region of the southern Madison Valley —
an alluvial valley 10 km wide by 20 km long. The river eventually joins the Gallatin and .
Jefferson rivers near Three Forks, Montana where they form the Missouri River.
In the Missouri R ats region is a sequence of well preserved terraces which lie
approximately 3-15 m, 30 m, and 45 m, above the modem river [Qta and Qt sequence of
Lundstrom (1986)]. These surfaces and others in the Madison Valley were first recognized
by Peale (1896) and have been subsequently described by many others [see Lundstrom
(1986) for a comprehensive list of authors]. The terraces are inferred to be glaciofluvial in
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origin (Lundstrom, 1986; Alexander and Leeder, 1990), and represent aggradational
periods during stades of Pinedale and possibly Bull Lake glaciations of the Madison Range
and Yellowstone Plateau (Richmond, 1964). Incision of the alluvial fill and formation of
the terrace flights may have been the result of periodic high discharge events, or periods of
low sediment load. Lundstrom (1986) has suggested that periodic jokulhlaups from valley
■glaciers tributary .to the Madison may have also occurred.
B ased on estimated ages of the Missouri Flats surfaces and those on the upper Madison
above Hebgen Reservoir (Nash, 1984; Lundstrom, 1986; Alexander and Leeder, 1990),
the youngest Missouri Flats terrace may be no older than 30 ka yet no younger than
approximately 7.1 ka. This suggests that very little terrace formation along the Madison
River has occurred, except for the post-1959 changes, during the Holocene.

Study Site
The reach of the Madison River examined in this study begins at the outlet of Quake
Lake and ends at the Raynold’s Pass bridge (Highway 87), approximately 3 km
downstream (Figure 2). This reach presently is a solitary meandering channel in the upper
I km of the study area, a broad, braided reach of 3 to 4 channels in the middle I km, and a
gravel dominated, single channel with sparsely vegetated bars and banks in the lower I km.
Drainage basin area at the study site is approximately 2,590 km2. Average annual
precipitation in the upper part of the drainage basin near Yellowstone National Park is
approximately 76 cm, decreasing to approximately 40 cm in the lower part of the study.
reach (USDA-SCS, 1980). Most of the precipitation falls as snow, which'results in peak
streamflows in May and June for tributaries to the Madison (e.g., Beaver and Cabin Creeks
upstream of the study site and Sheep Creek below the Madison SHde) (Table I). These
streamflow peaks are out of phase with the Madison River below Hebgen-Reservoir
because of the controlled releases from Hebgen Dam.
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Table I. Estimated mean monthly streamflows for the Madison River below Hebgen
Reservoir (MR), and for Cabin (CC) and Beaver (BC) Creeks which flow into
Quake Lake (upper numbers in
s- l; lower numbers in m^ s~l). Madison
River values are measured (recording gage); Cabin and Beaver Creek values are
estimates based on regression analysis of basin characteristics, channel width,
weighted average estimates (Barrett and others, 1989), and concurrent
measurement (U.S.G.S., 1989).
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Response in the Fluvial System
Equilibrium
The concept of equilibrium in fluvial systems is fundamental to virtually any analysis
and discussion of stream adjustment. Put simply, a stream, if left undisturbed, will adjust
and stabilize its morphology so that it is just capable of transporting the sediment supplied
to a given reach with the prevailing discharge of water. A change in any of the controlling
(independent) variables will necessitate a response of the dependent variables which will
tend to offset the effects of the change (Figure 3), A stream in equilibrium is therefore selfstabilizing and negative feedbacks dominate the process/response nature of stream’systems
(Gessler, 1970).
J
Grade. The graded stream concept (Gilbert, 1879; Davis, 1902; Mackin, 1948) is
commonly used to define fluvial ,systems in equilibrium. A graded stream, or graded stream
reach, is currently defined as one in which "over a period of years, slope, velocity, depth,
!

width, roughness, pattern, and channel morphology delicately and mutually adjust to
provide the power and efficiency necessary to transport the load supplied from the drainage
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basin without aggradation or degradation of the channel" (Leopold and Bull, 1979). The
rates of adjustments among the variables may be quite variable as is the rate of adjustment
of each stream as a whole. The absence of aggradation or degradation is called static
equilibrium (Bull, 1991). Dynamic equilibrium (Gilbert, 1879; Hack, 1960) in streams
refers to the mutual adjustment of all variables in a system where all parts downwaste at the
same rate as the stream downcuts in response to tectonic uplift (rate of downcutting equals
rate of uplift) or to a local or regional change in base level (Bull, 1991).

STREAM
DISCHARGE

VALLEY
SLOPE

SEDIMENT TRANSPORT
RATE

STREAM
POWER

CHANNEL
SLOPE

SEDIMENT LOAD
INPUT

BED
MATERIAL
SIZE

d e p t h "]—

WIDTH

BEDFORM
GEOMETRY
VELOCITY
BANK COMPOSITION
AND STRENGTH

MEANDER
WAVELENGTH

SINUOSITY

FRICTIONAL
RESISTANCE

WIDTH-DEPTH
RATIO

Figure 3. The interrelationships between variables in alluvial channels. Direct relationships
are indicated by +, inverse ones by -. Independent channel variables have heavy
outlines. Arrows indicate the direction of influence (modified from Knighton,
1984; Figure I).
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• T is threshold
Q

E is period of equilibrium

Figure 4. The difference between thresholds and periods of equilibrium. In this case
change is brief and periods of equilibrium are long (from Bull, 1991; Figure

1. 2) .
This precarious balance between aggradation and degradation (Lane, 1955) is
significant in the context of the perturbation of the Madison River by the Madison Slide
in that the hydraulic and morphologic variables have adjusted to the increase in sediment
load supplied to the river. These variables will continue to adjust if the river is unable to
efficiently transport the prevailing discharge of sediment and water. The purpose of this
study is to define the nature of these adjustments and to determine the variables control
ling the morphologic response of the river to the slide.

Thresholds - Influence of Discharge. Related to the concept of equilibrium is the
concept of thresholds. Thresholds are periods or points in time that separate reversals of
stream processes (Schumm, 1973; Bull, 1979) such as the change from channel aggrada
tion to degradation. If a time independent landform develops during a threshold response,
then the threshold period is also a period of equilibrium (Figure 4).
The threshold of critical power (Bull, 1979) in streams is a useful threshold
concept and is defined by the ratio:

11
S tre a m p o w e r (d riv in g factors) _ ^ q
R e sis tin g p o w e r (re sistin g factors)
where stream power is the power available to transport bedload and resisting power is the
power needed to entrain and transport bedload. When stream power is greater than resisting
power, the streambed will degrade. When stream power is less than resisting power,
aggradation of the streambed will occur. Stream power is defined as:
Q = TQS

'

where y is the specific weight of the sediment-water fluid, Q is stream discharge, and S is
the energy slope (water surface slope is often used to approximate the energy slope).
Resisting power is controlled by variables that favor deposition of bedload if they are
increased, such as hydraulic roughness and quantity and caliber of sediment load (Bull,
1991).
.

v

\

'

The dominant variables which control channel morphology are discharge, sediment
load, valley slope, and bed and bank composition (Leopold and others, 1964). However,
discharge is most commonly used in relationships between channel form and controlling
variables, primarily due to the lack of data (e.g., Leopold and Maddock, 1953). However,
the quantity of water is less important than the capacity of a given discharge to entrain and
transport sediment. That is; stream velocity must be great enough to move particles on the
channel bed. Stream power, therefore, may be a better indicator of steam energy than
discharge alone (Knighton, 1984). Also, the critical power ratio is useful because it can
define how far a stream reach is from the critical power threshold and can therefore be used
as a predictive tool.

Influence of Sediment Load

The morphology of a given reach of a stream is a product of the processes of
entrainment and sediment transport which are controlled, in part, by the characteristics of
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the sediment load supplied to the reach. The sediment load carried by a stream is either
transported suspended in the fluid as suspended load or is transported along the bed by
rolling, sliding or saltation as bedload. Overbank deposition of suspended load can
influence bank cohesion and vegetation. High suspended loads can also increase stream
power by increasing the viscosity of the sediment/water fluid. However, it is the bedload
which builds the channel bed and controls channel morphology. The influence of
suspended load on Madison River channel morphology is assumed to be negligible and is
therefore not examined.
Influence of Channel Slone
Stream long profiles are an important component of the geomorphology of the drainage
basin because they, in part, determine the boundary conditions for slope processes
(Morisawa, 1985). Slope is also the channel variable most sensitive to alteration either by
natural processes, engineering works, or human activities because major disruptions of
slope, at least in alluvial streams, usually result in significant channel change through
aggradation and degradation (Leopold and others, 1964). In fact, it is usually the
recognition of a stable long profile that allows researchers to determine that a stream reach
is in equilibrium, assuming the time frame of observation is sufficiently long.
According to Rubey's (1952) equation for large adjusted streams, channel gradient (S)
and cross-sectional shape (X = depth to width ratio) vary directly with sediment load (L)
and size of material in the load (D) and inversely with discharge (Q) where K is a function
of particle resistance:

S3 X = K ti-2 .
Q
Slope, therefore; develops due to the combined effect of discharge, load caliber, and
resistance rather than either one alone.
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The gradient of a graded stream reach usually decreases with distance downstream. In
fact, Hack (1957) has argued that slope (S) and distance (L) from the drainage divide are
related by a .power function:

S = KLn
where n is an index of profile concavity. While graded long profiles tend to be concave, the
degree of concavity is not unique (Langbein, 1964). Early definitions of a graded stream
reach (e.g. Mackin, 1948) emphasized a smooth, concave-up long profile. But today it is
generally recognized, due to local variations in geology and flow parameters, that the
concave profile may exhibit irregular segments (Heede, 1980).
Influence of Time
The relative dependence or independence of stream variables is determined by the span
Of time over which the observation of equilibrium takes place (Schumm and Lichty, 1965).
Over cyclic (geologic) ,time frames (> IO5 years) most drainage basin variables are
dependent on initial relief, geology, and climate. Over time periods ranging from years to
millenia (graded time), the discharge of water and sediment, and the properties of sediment
supplied from the drainage basin are independent variables with which the morphologic
variables of width, depth, velocity, and slope must equilibrate. Steady time refers to
periods less than 6.1 years where the only dependent variables are momentary sediment
and water discharges and the hydraulics of stream flow at a specific reach. The rate of
change of the variables is also time dependent. Some variables, such as velocity and depth,
can change rapidly while slope tends to change slowly (Leopold and Bull, 1979).
Terraces
Fluvial terraces are topographic benches or steps in stream valleys which represent
former levels of the floodplain (Howard and others, 1968). They consist of a tread, which
is the surface of the abandoned floodplain, and a scarp or riser — the steep slope that
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separates the tread from the surface which lies below it. The presence of a terrace implies
that a period of relative stability, in which stream energy was expended in maintenance of
channel morphology and lateral planadon to form the floodplain (terrace tread), was
followed by a period of disequilibrium when incision of the stream formed the terrace scarp
(Howard and others, 1968). The formation of a terrace riser, therefore, represents a
threshold exceedance indicative of an increase in stream power sufficient to incise and
abandon a former floodplain.
HI assifi ca tion. The terminology of terrace classification is somewhat confusing since
!
there is no common usage and there are many descriptive terms (see Moss, 19.82 for a list
of frequently used terms). Terraces are commonly classified according to the process which
formed them, the geology of the materials in which they are composed, and/or the relative
elevation of the terrace surfaces on opposite sides of the valley .
Leopold and others (1964) classified terraces as strath or alluvial. The alluvial
classification is now sometimes referred to as fill or fill-cut (e.g, Bull, 1991). The fill,
fill-cut and strath terminology is used in this study since it has been used more frequently
in recent years and is less ambiguous. Fill terraces form as a result of incision into valley
fill as the stream abruptly changes from aggradation to degradation — the long profiles of
such terraces therefore generally do not represent equilibrium surfaces (Bull, 1991). Fillcut terraces form by channel degradation following a period when the stream Is in
equilibrium and erodes laterally (Bull, 1991). Strath terraces are surfaces eroded on
bedrock with the beveled surface being covered by a thin layer of alluvial material.
AU terraces can be further classified based on the relative elevation between surfaces on
opposite sides of a vaUey. Paired terraces are surfaces which are equal in elevation on
opposite sides of the vaUey and are continuous longitudinally. These are commonly the
product of a period of lateral stream migration at a fixed elevation followed by a period of
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erosion that forms the terrace scarp (Howard and others, 1968). Unpaired terraces occur at
staggered levels across the valley and are typically the product of lateral migration by a
more continuously downcutting stream.
Genesis. The stimuli typically responsible for the formation of a terrace (threshold of
critical power greater than I) are change in baselevel, tectonic uplift, or alteration of water
and/or sediment discharges as a result of fluctuations in climate. Terrace flights formed
under these conditions are commonly believed to require long periods of time to form.
However, several studies have documented the rapid development of terraces in periods
ranging from years to decades. Terraces formed in these time frames have been the result
of, among others, variations in the erodibility of bed and bank materials (Paine and others,
1987); sediment loading from landslides (e.g. Boison and Patton, 1985), hydraulic gold
mining (Gilbert, 1917), and sediment pulses from bank failure (Paine, 1984; Paine and
others, 1987); spasmodic breakthrough of channel armor (W ildm an,\981); and migration
of the long profile up and down the valley in proglacial streams during advance and retreat
of glacial ice,(Thompson and Jones, 1985).
Channel, incision and terrace formation may also take place without any influence from
external stimuli such as changes in discharge, sediment load, or valley slope. That is,
landform instability may be inherent (Schumm, 1973). An example of such an intrinsic
threshold (Schumm, 1973) is the progressive storage of sediment in a valley until erosion
occurs in response to oversteepening of the profile due to deposition. Thus, terrace
formation may also take place in response to episodic adjustments (Schumm, 1977).
Episodic erosion and terrace formation may be characteristic of stream rejuvenation in areas
of high relief and sediment loads (Womack and Schumm, 1977) and rapid system
adjustment (Paine and others, 1987). However, the approach of a stream to grade
following a disturbance need not be episodic and a regrading stream does not necessarily
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result in terrace formation.

,

The formation of a terrace may hot be the result of a single cause. In fact, each terrace
within a flight of terraces along the same reach of a stream may be produced from a

different set of initial conditions and by different processes — the geomorphological
concept of equifinality. Several working hypotheses for the formation of terraces are
therefore available. In the case of the Madison River below the Madison Slide, changes in
baselevel, tectonic uplift, and climate change are not responsible. Logical hypotheses
include the influence of episodic events such as the exceedance of an intrinsic geomorphic
threshold (Schumm, 1973), a threshold-exceeding discharge event, or complex response
(Schumm, 1973) to a change in water/sediment discharge balance that may occur from
periodic sediment delivery pulses from bank collapse or reworking of previously
transported slide sediment as a result of lateral migration of the channel.
Nature of Aggradation and Degradation Response

1

Perhaps the most notable investigation of fluvial adjustment to the addition of load was
by Gilbert (1917) who examined the input of large volumes of hydraulic mining sediment
into the watersheds of the western Sierra Nevada, California. The addition of mining debris
exceeded the capacity of the streams to transport the material. This resulted in channel
aggradation until hydraulic mining was prohibited following the Sawyer Decision of 1888
when owners of riparian lands along the lower reaches of the rivers became alarmed at the
imposing debris. The headwaters were subsequently eroded as sediment loads decreased
while, at the same time, downstream reaches continued to aggrade. The various stages of
channel aggradation and subsequent degradation were preserved by the formation of
alluvial terraces and the apex of channel aggradation was observed to migrate from the
mines to the mouths of the canyons, in some cases a distance of 30-40 km, over a period
of 25 years. The long transport distance of the mining debris was due to a combination of
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steep channel slopes, high discharges, the relatively fine caliber o f introduced debris and
confined channels (James, 1991). The apex of deposition of the mining debris was also
observed to attenuate in height as it migrated downstream from its source. Gilbert likened
the movement o f mining debris to the movement of a flood of water through a channel. The
sediment travels as a wave that grows longer and flatter as it moves downstream.
A model of the sediment wave concept, as originally suggested by Gilbert, is illustrated
in Figure 5. Each curve represents the magnitude of aggradation or degradation as a
function of distance downstream from the source o f sediment loading. Successive curves
indicate the response as a function of time. Assuming some portion of
the sediment is transported out o f the reach as suspended load, the area enclosed by the
degradation phase of the curve should be greater than the area under the aggradation phase.
An exponential curve connecting the apices of the aggradation.and degradation curves,
where changes in channel elevations are maximum for a given time interval, defines the
downstream migration of sediment from the point source. Extrapolation o f this curve
downstream may also define the downstream limit of bedload aggradation and terrace
formation if terraces are indeed developing.
The model also indicates that the nature of the response downstream from the point
addition of load will be different in different reaches. Aggradation of one reach will be
followed by a period of degradation and possible terrace formation, but will be out of phase
with an adjacent reach. The model is two-dimensional but may be extended to three
dimensions to show that a bed wave may be manifested by storage of material in a given
reach by an increase in the width as well as the depth of stored sediment.
Others have observed and modeled the migration of coarse sediment as the downstream
propagation o f a moving wave (Meade, 1979; Kelsey, 1982; Madej, 1982; Pickup and
others, 1983; James, 1989). James (1989) has suggested that while Gilbert's sediment
wave model may be a valid modeling approach, the symmetrical nature of the wave
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Tn
(Graded profile)
DownstreamLoad source
Timelines showing rate and direction of profile evolution as a
function of distance from load source.
Curves defining migrating trend of loci of aggradation and
degradation.
Zone of inherent variation (noise) in elevation of graded channel.

The area under the degradation portion of curve
will be greater than aggradation portion because of
the transport of fines out of the system.

Figure 5. Conceptual model of the temporal and spatial aggradation/degradation response
of a stream affected by sediment loading as originally suggested by Gilbert
(1917) for western Sierra Nevada streams, but conceptualized for the Madison
River. The relatively flat section of each curve near the sediment source
represents the low gradient of the spillway reach where less stream power is
available for channel incision.
analogy incorrectly implies a rapid return of sediment loads to pre-disturbance levels. His
model accounts for transport of sediment in the active channel but fails to account for
material that is stored on the floodplain or in terraces. James has proposed a sediment wave
model which is asymmetric with respect to time and incorporates the process of sediment
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,storage and protracted release from the floodplain and terraces. This is based on recent
studies on Sierra Nevada streams which have shown that while many channel beds have
incised to their original elevations, and below in others, most of the mining debris remains
in semi-permanent storage (Adler, 1980; Wildman, 1981). Continued high sediment loads
have been documented along some reaches due to release of sediment from the floodplain
and terraces. A sediment wave model may also be valid only for cases similar to the
hydraulic mining example in which the sediment loading is rapid and originates from
discrete point sources (Meade, 1982),-such as the case for the load imposed on the
Madison River by the Madison slide.
Theoretical and flume studies of aggradation in alluvial streams (Park and others, 1986;
Soni and others, 1979) have developed numerical models which have been promoted as
being capable of predicting bed profiles with time as well as the rates and extents of bed
aggradation resulting from sediment overloading. However, Park and others (1986) have
indicated that the agreement between the numerical results and empirical data is only
marginally satisfactory.
Rates of Morphologic Adjustment
The rates at which morphologic adjustments are made by a stream following a
perturbation are a function of the magnitude of the driving forces (stream power) relative to
the resisting forces which, in the case of the Madison Slide, include the quantity and caliber
of slide sediment, size and geometry of the slide mass, and distance a specific reach is from
the sediment source.
Gilbert (1917) suggested that, for Sierra Nevada streams disturbed by hydraulic
mining, recovery times for stream long profiles are on the order of a century. Much of the
mining debris remains stored in tributaries and as terraces along the main channels (Adler,
1980; Wildman, 1981). Protracted release and reworking of the stored debris may continue

well beyond the century. For instance, stochastic modeling of stored sediment in stream
channels in northern California indicates that deposits may remain in storage for thousands
of years (Kelsey and others, 1987). Meade (1982) demonstrated that clearance of excess
sediment on the valley bottoms of the Atlantic Piedmont that resulted from over a century of
accelerated soil erosion may take well over a century.
Knighton (1989) has shown that channel aggradation as a result of excess sediment
loads on a Tasmanian river was most rapid in upper reaches close (o the point source and
decreased with time and distance downstream. A model, developed to reconstruct a
sediment transport history for the river, predicted that at current rates 50 more years are
required to clear 40 million m3 of mining Waste that was introduced into the main channel
between 1875 and 1982.
A rate law has been proposed which includes relaxation times (time required for a
system to achieve a new steady state following a perturbation) of geomorphic Systems
(Graf, 1977). The law is described by a negative exponential function similar to the halflife concepts used by chemists and physicists to describe the decay of radioactive materials
and chemical mixtures. Graf admits that although the universality of the rate law remains to
be tested, the function does suggest that following a perturbation, such as the Madison
Slide, system adjustment will be rapid initially but will decrease exponentially with time.
An example of this rapid decay is the response of Manti Creek in Utah which was disturbed
in 1974 by a large mudflow that raised the streambed HO ft. (33.5 m) (Heede, 1980). The
channel had degraded 60 ft. (18 m) within 3 years, yet modern rates are so slow they can
not be measured.
Channel degradation and long profile development following a period of baselevel
lowering has also been investigated using a modification of the diffusion equation:
dy

, d y . _
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where y is elevation of the channel at any time t and distance x, k is the diffusion coefficient
which determines the rate of degradation and B is the volume of lateral inflow of sediment
(Begin and others, 1981; Begin, 1987). The model can be used to predict intermediate
stages of long profile development provided that initial and final profiles are known. The
model assumes that sediment discharge is linearly proportional to slope, the diffusion
coefficient is constant in space, channel width remains constant, and the channel is capable
of removing all sediment which reaches its outlet. The results of the model indicate that the
rate of degradation at any reach along the channel decreases slowly after reaching a peak,
which is consistent with the rate law. The peak rate is also attenuated with distance from the
point of base-level lowering. Bed-level adjustments, therefore, do not follow linear trends,
either over time at a fixed point or over time with distance upstream or downstream of the
channel disturbance (Simon, 1989).
Response, from the Madison Slide
On August 17, 1959, the Hebgen Reservoir area in southwestern Montana was the
center of a large'earthquake (Ms = 7.5), the strongest ever recorded in the state (Witkind,
I960). In addition to the many kilometers of fault scarps, subsidence and warping in the
region, the earthquake triggered numerous landslides. The largest of these was the Madison
SUde that deposited 3.7 x IO7 yd3 (2.8 x IO7 m3) of rock and debris into the canyon and '
completely blocked the flow of the Madison River near the mouth of Madison Canyon
(Hadley, 1964) [for additional information on the Hebgen Lake Earthquake and the
Madison Slide, see Hadley (1960), (1964); Witkind (I960), (1964); Witkind and Stickney
(1987); Fraser and others (1964); Myers and Hamilton (1964); Stermitz (1964)]. The
natural dam varied from 60 to 120 m in height and was approximately 1.2 km wide at its
base (A.C.E., 1960). The pre-shde canyon was very narrow. Cross-vaUey profiles
indicate that even if the slide had been much smaUer it would still have effectively blocked
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the flow of the river (Figure 6). The present channel currently lies over 35 m above the
pre-slide channel.
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Figure 6. Cross-profile of the Madison Slide showing the pre-slide and present
morphology of the Madison Canyon 2,300 feet (700 m) downstream of Quake
Lake (modified from Hadley, 1964, Figure 60).
The Madison Range fault, manifested by a continuous 8-10 m prehistoric scarp that
runs for several kilometers along the western front of the Madison Range and across the
Madison River, exhibited no displacement during the 1959 earthquake except for a 1.5 mi.
(2.5 km) segment between Mile Creek and Sheep Creek south of the Madison Canyon that
was offset 3 ft (I m) (Myers and Hamilton, 1964). However, the southern Madison Valley
from Missouri Flats to Hebgen Lake through the Madison Canyon subsided as much as 8 ft
(2.5 m). Subsidence at the mouth of the Madison Canyon was 7 ft (2.1 m) and decreased
to less than I ft (0.3 m) at Kirby Ranch downstream. Subsidence from the southeast
Madison Valley to the Madison Slide was very uniform (2.1 m) and therefore did not
change the gradient of the Madison River through this reach (Myers and Hamilton, 1964).
A lake, which became 10 kilometers long and 60 meters deep by 10 September, 1959,
began to form rapidly behind the Madison Slide and was named Earthquake Lake (Quake
Lake). The stability of the slide was unknown and its potential failure from the rising water
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in Quake Lake threatened life and property in the Madison Valley downstream (Hadley,
1964). Under the emergency control powers of the A.C.E., a plan of action was initiated
on 22 August 1959 by the A.C.E. and other interested agencies to remove the threat to life
and property from a potential flood should the slide dam or Hebgen Dam fail (Hebgen Dam
impounds a 0.4 km^ capacity reservoir 11 km upstream from the Madison Slide).
Armv Corps of Engineers W ork Phase
The A.C.E. initially constructed a spillway channel'across the crest of the slide to drain
a portion of Quake Lake (A.C.E., 1960). The first phase of construction began 22 August
and ended 10 September 1959. The spillwa.y was excavated to a crest elevation of 1,966 m
with a bottom width of 76 m. The left bank at the crest was Uned with dolomite boulders to
prevent undercutting of the slide scar. A dike of quartzite boulders was constructed along
the left bank at the downstream end of the spillway channel to prevent undercutting and to
deflect the current. Channel banks were also Uned and reinforced with large quartzite clasts.
The rest of the channel bottom was armored with 2 to 3 m of quartzite (size unknown)
between stations 1,400 and 2,800 (427 arid 853 m downstream of Quake Lake outlet). The
A.C.E. was unable in the time available to armor to a ten percent slope (the gradient
determined to be the most appropriate) the reach downstream of station 2,800.
Observations indicated that this reach consisted of "very large rock" and was therefore
sufficiently stable. This reach was left at its original slope of 14 percent.
Seepage of water through the sUde reached a maximum of approximately 5 m ^s-l
during this phase of construction (A.C.E., 1960). Water first passed over the spillway on
10 September 1959, at which time the river began to rapidly incise the spillway channel
(Figure I). The coarse fraction was subsequently deposited and quickly aggraded the
channel below the sUde in the following weeks.
The headward migration of incision near the downstream end of the spillway
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threatened to get out of control several times. Quartzite and dolomite boulders as large as
100 tons (approximate diameter = I O m ) were placed in the channel as armor by the A.C.E.
and a series of rock weirs and step terraces were constructed across the width of the
spillway channel. Where the large boulders are now is unclear. Several very large boulders
presently in the spillway reach may be the ones placed in the channel as armor. Because of,
the high cost and labor associated with spillway maintenance, it was decided on 25
September that lowering the spillway crest approximately 15 m to reduce the storage in
Quake Lake would decrease the threat of slide failure.

Figure 7. Photograph of initial spillway construction (A.C.E., 1960).
The spillway lowering phase began on 25 September and continued until the end of
October to a level (Quake Lake, 1,951 m; spillway crest, 1,948 m elevation) deemed safe
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should the volume of water in the lake be released if the slide failed. Heavy equipment was
used to loosen material in the spillway in order to determine whether it would be
transported at a discharge of approximately 48 m^s- * (Table 2 ). Only the finer fraction was
transported so draglines were employed to begin excavating a 15 in wide channel. On I
October discharge from Hebgen Reservoir was increased to 74 m ^ s -l in order to accelerate
erosion of the spillway crest.
Table 2. Estimated sediment budget for the Madison River including volume of material
moved during the several phases of work by the A.C.E. in the fall of 1959
(A.C.E., 1960).
_____________________________
Addition

C u to rF ill
Spillway lining

Removal

1 2 2 ,0 0 0 m 3

Random fill in spillway (dozed in from left
bank)

764,000 m 3

Hauled and placed in spillway
(12 September - 9 October)

, 490,000 m 3

Excavated in lowering crest
(25 September - 27 October)

540,000 m 3

Removed hydraulically by river

1,340,000 m 3

The A.C.E. drilled test holes near the upstream end of the slide to determine the nature
of the materials below the spillway channel. Lowering of the spillway crest also exposed
material in the channel walls. A resistant mass of schist and gneiss, approximately 325375 m downstream of Quake Lake, was found to extend to an elevation of 1,945 m. This
indicated that much of the slide had moved in mass, though it was highly fractured.
/
W ater Surface Profiles
W ater surface profiles were surveyed at intervals of about one week between 22
September and 27 O ctober, 1959, by the A.C.E.. Survey stations were monumented and
located along a control line that followed the trend of the initial spillway. Lateral migration
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of the river and periodic collapse of bank material subsequent to the A.C.E. work in 1959,
however, destroyed all the survey markers. The water surface profiles document rapid
incision of the spillway, which was aided by the A.C.E., and concurrent aggradation
below the slide. Aggradation was still occurring in the downstream reach below station
3,300 at the end of the work period in October. Throughout the various phases of work on
the slide by the A.C.E., discharges at the Quake Lake outlet were regulated by Hebgen
Dam 11.3 km upstream (see Results for a summary plot of daily discharges during this
period).
Post-slide terraces
The terrace sequence consists of an upper fill terrace that formed by incision into the
material deposited below the toe of the slide and a flight of four fill-cut terraces that formed
by renewed incision following a period of relative stability. The terraces are preserved on
the left (south) side of the river only. However, air photos show that terrace remnants did
exist on the right bank prior to their removal by lateral migration of the river toward
Highway 287 in the 1960's and 70's. It is difficult to tell from air photos if the previously
preserved terrace remnants were level with their counterparts across the river.
Review
A comprehensive discussion of the significance of all the variables in a fluvial system
and even a brief review of the entire body of literature on fluvial geomorphology is beyond
the scope of this study. However, the discussion above of the concept of equilibrium, the
relationship of the independent and dependent variables, and the response of streams to
sediment loading clearly reveals the complexity inherent in fluvial systems. The flow chart
in Figure 3 can therefore be simplified to show the variables which are most readily
quantified with the available data (Figure 8 ). These variables can be used to define the
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nature of river response to point sediment loading from the Madison Slide. Specifically,
these are the stream power variables of slope and discharge and the resisting influence of
particle size.

STREAM
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WATER
SURFACE
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SEDIMENT LOAD
INPUT

STREAM
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BED MATERIAL
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FRICTIONAL
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DEGRADATION :

-I AGGRADATION r
Figure 8 . Revised flow chart from Figure 3 showing stream variables examined in this
study and their interrelationships. Bold boxes indicate independent variables.
* Water surface slope is used as a proxy for channel slope since high discharges
prevented direct measurements of channel elevations.
Anticipated Outcomes
The conceptual model in Figure 5 indicates that the downstream limit of bedload
aggradation from the Madison Slide is finite and the approach of the disequilibrium profile
to a graded one is non-linear. The rate at which this will occur will be controlled by the
stream power (slope and discharge) available over the decadal time scale in which the river
is recovering. As the gradient of the river decreases, threshold-exceeding flows should
increase.
Observations of the sediment apron and surveys by the A.C.E. (1960) indicated that
initial channel aggradation below the slide toe was followed by degradation and terrace
formation, and that the locus of aggradation has migrated approximately 2 km downstream
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since 1959. The aggradation and degradation response pattern, documented by existing
data on the early water surface profiles and modem surveys of terrace long profiles, is
hypothesized to behave in a pattern similar to the conceptual model presented in Figure 5.
That is, aggradation and degradation below the slide is manifested as a wave that decreases
in amplitude and increases in wavelength with time.

z
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MEIHODS
Discharge Analysis
Stream power available for the entrainment and transport-of slide sediment is a function
of discharge and slope. It is hypothesized that terrace development below the slide, the rate
and pattern of long profile adjustment, the sediment transport history, and the present
morphology of the channel are controlled, in part, by discharge. A predictive model of
future morphologic adjustments must also be based on a probabilistic model of stream
discharge. Therefore, determination of discharge magnitudes within the study reach was
necessary. A comparison was made o f high magnitude events and the age of the terraces as
interpreted from aerial photographs.
The only gaging station existing near the study area prior to the Hebgen Lake
earthquake was on the Madison River immediately below Hebgen Dam, 11 km upstream of
the slide (Table 3). The damming of the river by the slide and the impact of the earthquake
on streamflow in the region created special water management problems which led to the
installation of temporary gages on streams tributary to Hebgen Reservoir and Quake Lake
(Beaver and Cabin Creeks), on the Madison River below the slide (above Sheep Creek),
and at Kirby Ranch above the West Fork confluence (Table 3; see Figure 2 for locations)
(Stermitz, 1964).
A continuous thirty year record of stream discharge measured within the study reach
was not available. The two gages installed below the slide to measure discharge and
suspended sediment concentrations during the A.C.E. emergency work period were
abandoned prior to November 1959 because of channel aggradation. Flows within the
study reach after this period were determined by assuming that discharge at the Quake Lake
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outlet equals the sum of inflows into the lake that can either be measured or estimated.
These include flows which are measured on the Madison River below Hebgen Dam and
estimated mean monthly flows on Beaver and Cabin Creeks, the only streams of significant
size between Hebgen Reservoir and the Madison Slide, which are now ungaged. These
estimates are based on regression analyses relating monthly streamflow characteristics to
drainage area, mean annual precipitation, and active-channel-width equations of gaged
sites in the upper Missouri River basin (Parrett and others, 1989).
Table 3. Stream gaging stations in the study area (*see Figure 2 for locations).
Gage* Location

Type and period of record

I

Madison River (MR), 450 m
below Hebgen Dam.

Recorder, 1938 - present.

2

Cabin Creek (tributary to MR
below Hebgen Reservoir).

Intermittent staff readings, August 25 - October •
23, 1959. Crest-^stage gauge, 1974 - 1980.

3 .

Beaver Creek (tributary to
MR below Hebgen
Reservoir).

Intermittent staff readings, August 26 - October
23, 1959.

MR, 92 m downstream from
toe of slide.

Staff and recorder readings, August 26 September 12, 1959.

5

MR, above Sheep Creek,
approx. 800 m below slide.

. Staff and recorder readings, September 8 October 3| 1959.

6

MR at Kirby Ranch
(approx. 14.5 km
downstream of slide).

Staff readings August 31 - October 2,-1959;
recorder October 3, 1959 - September 1963;
non-recording gauge May 1978 to current
season (seasonal records only).

7

MR, 6 .6 km northwest of
Cameron, Montana.

W ater-stage recorder, October 1951 September 1958, August 1959 - September
1963, April 1968 - September 1970
(discontinued).

' 4

Discharge at the slide is also estimated by assuming that flows equal some percentage
of flows measured at the Kirby Ranch station. The only notable tributary to the Madison
between the slide and the Kirby Ranch station is Sheep Creek, an ungaged ephemeral
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stream which enters the Madison near the downstream reach of the study area. However,
given the size of the channel and the fact that the author has never witnessed flow in the
. creek, discharge contributions from the creek are assumed to be negligible. Hows at the
. Kirby Ranch station therefore closely approximate flows at the slide (groundwater inflow
or outflow from the system is assumed to be negligible). A regression analysis comparing
average daily flows at the gages installed in the study reach by the United States Geological
Survey (U.S.G.S.) in 1959, with flows at the Kirby Ranch station from October to
November, 1959, yielded an average difference in flows between the two locations. This is
a reasonable approach because changes in discharge between the two stations are somewhat
synchronous — the travel time of water being approximately 2-3 hours. However, use of
Kirby Ranch data to estimate continuous discharge at the slide after 1959 was not possible
because measurements were intermittent and seasonal.
Flood Frequency

i

The future rate of recovery of the Madison River from the slide will depend, in part, on
the frequency and duration of critical flows. Statistical methods of determining the
probability of events of a given magnitude are well known and widely used (see Dunne and
Leopold, 1978). Probability methods typically use either the recurrence interval or
exceedance probability of a given discharge and are based on historical discharge records
within the drainage of interest or, for ungaged reaches, On regression analysis of drainage
basins characteristics in the region with discharge records.
Probability analysis of future events at the Madison Slide was calculated using the
annual-maximum series (annual momentary maximum flows) from the gaging station
below Hebgen Reservoir because the period of record for this station is the longest (51
years). Long term extrapolation of flood frequencies from a 51 year period of record to
predict rare events is risky because of the large uncertainty (Dunne and Leopold, 1978).
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Also, the use of flood frequency curves constructed from regulated flows is particularly
questionable, however, the method is the only one available given the conditions in the
study reach.
Particle Size Analysis
The rate at which the Madison River has and will continue to incise through the
Madison Slide and transport the debris downstream is a function of the particle resistance
of the bed and banks to the erosive power of stream discharge. The characteristics of the
channel affect both the resistance to flow and to entrainment and erosion (Richards, 1982).
Resistance to entrainment and transport is controlled by the properties of the materials
encountered in the slide as the river incises through it, such as particle size, its distribution
(sorting), density, shape, and'cohesiveness. Measurement and analysis of all these
properties is beyond the scope of this study, primarily because the influence of these
properties on the processes of bedload entrainment has only recently begun to be fully
evaluated.
Because of limited data there is considerable disagreement regarding whether bed
motion is best modeled by equal mobility characterized by a median size or selective
transport of a larger fraction (Komar, 1987). In terms of stream competence', values
typically used to represent the largest particle moved include Dgo (the size in which 90
percent of the sample is finer), D 95, the average of the largest ten of so particles in the
deposit, or the largest particle transported (Costa, 1983). Lane (1955) used D 75 when
studying the design of stable irrigation channels. Leopold and others (1964) use Dgq to
quantify the effects of particle size on turbulence and energy loss in gravel-bedded streams.
Theoretically, the maximum particle size (Dioo) maY be considered to be the controlling
size. However, the largest particle present in poorly sorted, coarse-grained alluvium,
Z

which is characteristic of the transported slide material, will likely cover a small percentage
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of the bed area. Also, many of the largest boulders on the terraces, especially below the
slide scar, are likely colluvial and were not transported at all. In downstream sections,
well-rounded boulders that are several times the size of the mean particle size of slide
debris were probably derived by undercutting of alluvium in the Quaternary terraces that
border the river. Use of the largest particle present may overestimate resistance because the
particle may never have been transported. Therefore, the Dioo fraction is assumed to not be
as representative of traction thresholds as a smaller percentile which Covers a greater area.
Knighton (1989) suggested that D 90 be used to represent the size of roughness elements.
D 90 is used in this study, not to measure roughness parameters, but to provide a reasonable
estimate of the particle resistance of the slide material and to estimate the magnitude of
flows required to form the terraces.
:
'

,

Particle Size of Spillway and Shde
The type, character, and distribution of materials that composed the initial spillway
constructed by the A.C.E. and the probable size and distribution of materials within the
slide mass was estimated from A.C.E. and consultant reports. These estimates did not
allow for a robust evaluation of particle size and were therefore not directly comparable to
the data obtained from the point counting method of terrace sediments detailed below.
However, the available information did provide first order approximations of the particle
resistance the river has encountered as it continues to respond to the slide.
Particle Size of Terrace Treads
Conventional methods of particle size analysis vary considerably and depend on the
question being addressed. Methodologies also vary among researchers asking the same
question. For example, paleohydraulic reconstruction studies, which depend on an ability
to relate the initial entrainment of particles to flow characteristics (Baker and Ritter, 1975;
Andrews, 1983; Carling, 1983; Bradley and others, 1972), have evaluated the threshold
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competence of extreme floods by measurement of the largest particles transported. This is ,
usually the average of the ten largest (Baker and Ritter, 1975) or the average intermediate
axis of the 50 largest particles that can be randomly sampled in a 20 minute period (Bradley
and others, 1972). Other conventional methods of measuring grain size distributions
include sieving bulk samples and weighing the resulting fractions. This technique,
however, is usually limited to material between 0.063 and 20 mm size (lbbeken and
Schleyer, 1986). The Wolman (1953) method is commonly used for gravel and larger
particle sizes.
Particle size distribution of terrace sediments in this study was determined using the
Wolman (1953) method. The method involves an analysis of the relative area covered by
particles of a given size, not their relative weights. A grid is normally established by
pacing, laying out tapes, or painting lines in the reach desired. One hundred samples are
picked up and the intermediate axis is measured (or measured in-situ if too large) at each
pace. A frequency distribution of the sample is then constructed.
The Wolman method is more convenient than bulk sampling when sampling coarse
materials. Particle sizes on terraces and in the channel of the Madison River are up to
several meters in diameter, sizes which are impossible to sieve. Bulk sampling of coarse
materials also requires several kilograms from each sampling site.
The principle limitation of the Wolman method is that it produces grain size distribution
curves which are similar in shape to curves produced from sieved and weighed samples but
the median diameter is larger. That is, the method is biased toward the large fraction
(Wolman, 1953). This is due to the difficulty of sampling the sand size and finer fraction
and because larger particles occupy a greater surface area and are therefore more likely to be
*

picked up and measured (Leopold, 1970). Median surface diameters estimated from pebble
counts will also be higher than bulk samples which incorporate subsurface material because
of the finer fraction typically found below the surface (Parker and Klingeman, 1982).
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However, for the purpose of this study it is the coarse, surficial fraction which, in part,
controls the resistance of the channel to available stream power.

)
Sampling Sites. Sampling sites were selected at the upstream and downstream ends of
each terrace segment. Segments which were continuous longitudinally for more than
approximately 100 meters were sampled between their endpoints where there was a visible
change in size distribution, a break in slope (change in stream power), or where adjacent
surfaces merged (see discussion of time transgressive terrace sequence below). A clast was
selected at each pace — approximately every meter — and measured along the intermediate
axis, for a total of 100 clasts at each site. The dimensions of each sample plot, in most
cases, were constrained to the dimensions of the terrace surface.
According to Wolman (1953), the smallest size that can be effectively measured by the
point count method is approximately 2 to 4 mm , though others have set the effective limit
at 8 mm (Ferguson and Ashworth, 1991). For this study, the division between coarse and
fine materials was set at 13 mm (0.5 inches) because this was the most convenient division
for the measuring device used (a retractable tape measure in English unit). Clasts smaller
than 13 mm were not measured but were counted and included in the size distribution.
Particle Size of Channel Bed
Several conventional methods are available to measure particle sizes of channel bed
' material. They include photo-sieving (Ibbeken and Schleyer, 1986), the Wolman method
of point counting, and bulk-sampling. However, turbulent flow in the study reach prevents
the employment of photo-sieve techniques and water depth and velocity prevent the
channel from being safely waded to measure clasts or to grab bulk samples. Therefore,
particle size data for the channel bed were not collected.

V
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Longitudinal Profiles
Pre-slide
The pre-slide long profile was estimated and plotted against 1959 water surface profiles
by the A.C.E. (1960). The elevations from this pre-slide long profile were used in this
study instead of constructing the profile from a pre-slide topographic map of the area
because of the difficulty in' correcting the long profile so it would correlate with survey
stations of other long profiles. The assumption here is that the A:C.E. correlated their pre
slide long profile to the survey control used when the 1959 water surface profiles were
surveyed. A database of pre-slide channel elevations was created by digitizing the profile
from an A.C.E. plot (A.C.E., 1960). 'A pre-slide (1947) topographic map was used,
however, to extrapolate the profile beyond the last A.C.E. survey station.
1959 Water Surfaces
Water surface profiles were surveyed by the A.C.E. at approximately one week
J
intervals between 10 September and 27 October 1959. The data used to plot the profiles
could not be obtained from the A.C.E. so a database of elevations was created by digitizing
the profiles from an A.C.E. (1960) plot.

J
Terraces
A technique commonly employed to obtain data for terrace long profiles is to obtain
height-distance data from topographic maps. This method is useful for defining surfaces
which are laterally extensive and resolvable given the contour interval of the map.
However, the terraces below the Madison Slide exhibit neither of these characteristics.
Instead, long profile data were obtained by survey using an automatic level and stadia rod
(Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Locations of terrace longitudinal profiles surveyed in July, 1989. Station
numbers refer to distance downstream of Quake Lake outlet (I station = 0.3
meters).
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Initial classification of the terraces in the field was descriptive. They were classified
according to their height above the river with the highest (oldest) surface being designated
terrace T l. However, it became apparent that downstream reaches of older surfaces were
later covered when the channel incised upstream and aggraded downstream. That is, the
terraces are time-transgressive (Harvey and others, 1988; Germanoski and others, 1990).
A surface which, at first appearance, appears to be continuous and isochronous may
actually be a composite of two or more diachronous surfaces. In other words, the highest
surface in the upstream reach is not genetically the same as the highest surface downstream.
Subsequent terrace classifications were genetic with the oldest ,surface designated as T l.
The locations where terraces merge were noted in the field and these points were again
identified when the long profiles were constructed graphically.
Survey stations were plotted in the field on air photos (1986; scale approximately
1:4,000) so they could be correlated to the 1959 A.C.E. survey control line for the water
surface profiles. All terrace elevations were recorded using the first surveyed station located
arbitrarily as the datum. Survey transects were then linked by periodically leveling back to
another station or to the first station of the survey when possible, to see if the elevation
differences would correctly close the transect. Based on closure of several survey transects,
average elevation errors were less than 0.1 percent. The survey was leveled to a U.S.G.S.
benchmark within the study reach and station elevations were then converted to meters
above sea level.
Terrace stations were correlated to the stations of the 1959 A.C.E. water surface profile
surveys as follows. The 1959 A.C.E. survey control line and topographic contours were
superimposed and scaled to a 1988 topographic map (1:24,000) of the same area using a
Saltzman projector so that the A.C.E. survey control line could be identified in relation to
the modem river. Because of significant modification of the slide by river dissection,
A.C.E. emergency work in the fall of 1959, reconstruction of Highway 287, construction
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of a Forest Service visitor center and associated exhibits on the slide in the early 1960's,
and differences between the 1959 and 1988 map contour intervals (1959 map, 10 feet;
1988 map, 20 feet), the correlation was difficult. When the best match possible was made,
the 1959 A.C.E. survey control line was transferred to the 1988 topographic base. The
amount of elevation error accrued in this step is estimated to be as much as 10 feet (3 m),
equivalent to I contour interval on the 1959 map.
A 1986 air photo (scale approximately 1:4000) was superimposed and scaled to the
1988 topographic map using a Saltzman projector. The position of the 1959 survey line,
now identified on the 1988 topo, was drawn directly onto the 1986 air photo. An
orthogonal line was then constructed between the terrace survey stations identified on the
air photo and the transferred 1959 survey line. Terrace elevations were then recorded with
the appropriate A.C.E. station numbers.
Modem
In order to compare the modem long profile to the pre-slide long profile, the 1959
water surfaces, and the terrace long profiles, a survey of the water surface profile was
carried out using a stadia rod and automatic level between the outlet of Quake Lake and
station 12,600 (approximately 500 m downstream of Slide Inn). The downstream end of
the survey represents the point at which channel morphology and floodplain sediment did
not appear to be controlled by slide debris (Figure 10). Angular to sub-angular clasts,
predominantly of schist and quartzite, are characteristic of the slide debris and they provide
a convenient signature of the downstream extent of its deposition.
The criteria used for selection of survey stations were; I) distance between transit and
rod did not prevent the readability of rod graduations (distances between stations were also
measured); 2) meander bends were included and; 3) visible changes in channel slope were
surveyed at the knickpoints. In the braided reach, the widest and deepest channel was
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selected for the survey. Survey station locations were described and sketched in the field
and were plotted on 1986 air photos (scale 1:4,000). Most objects observed on the ground
(individual boulders, trees, power lines, etc.) were easily identified on the photos.

Figure 10. View looking upstream toward slide from Raynold's Pass bridge (Highway
87) at the end of the study reach. Note the absence of slide debris in the
channel. Discharge is approximately 28 m^s- !.
The survey rod was placed on the channel bed near the bank. Elevation differences
between the channel bed and the water surfaces were subtracted from stadia readings at
each station. The survey was connected to a local benchmark so station elevations could be
referenced to sea level. Distances between stations averaged 50 m. Differences between
water surface elevations in adjacent channels in the braided reach were also measured at
three locations. The greatest difference was 0.4 m. The survey was closed by leveling
back along the highway to the first station on the river to determine error (elevation gain

during survey along river bank minus elevation loss during closure along highway). The
elevation difference was 0.009 m (over an elevation gain of 67.6 m) for an error of 0.01%.
Discharge during the survey was approximately I iOOO ft^s- ! (28 m^s- !). The procedure
for correlating survey stations to the 1959 A.C.E. survey stations was the same as that
used for the terrace survey.
There were two reasons for surveying the elevation of the water surface and not the
channel bed, which would have been more directly comparable to the terrace tread
elevations. First, the 1959 A.C.E. surveys were of the water surface. Second, it is not
possible to safely wade most of the river in the study reach at any time of the year,
especially with survey equipment. An estimate of potential elevation errors that occur when
using water surfaces as a proxy for channel bed elevations is detailed in the Results
chapter.
Downstream Morphometric Adjustments
Modem water surface and terrace long profiles were surveyed to a point downstream of
the Madison Slide where the influence of slide sediment on channel morphology was not
recognizable and where the lowest terrace became indistinguishable from an apparent active
channel feature such as a point bar. However, an alluvial stream at grade may display
seasonal or decadal fluctuations in elevation of the channel bed due to changes in sediment
and water discharges. Knowledge of this variability is desirable because prediction of the
/

downstream limit of bedload aggradation from the Madison Slide depends on
distinguishing natural variations in the system (noise) from fluctuations that are a product
of the disturbance alone.
In order to determine this potential variation in channel elevation and to test the
hypothesis that the sediment signal from the Madison Shde has not altered channel
morphology below the end of the study reach, discharge measurements from gaging
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stations downstream of the slide (Kirby Ranch and Cameron stations) are used to construct
p re - and post-slide cross-profiles of the channel. Calculation of discharge at a station
requires measurements of stream velocity and the cross-sectional area of the channel
occupied by water. Subtracting water depth from gage height elevation yields elevation of
the channel bed. Assuming the channel at the gaging stations are in dynamic equilibrium,
periodic changes in bed elevations provide evidence for the inherent variability in channel
morphology.
Terrace Chronology
Quantifying the temporal evolution of the longitudinal profile includes establishing the
age of the terraces, in particular the age of each in relation to each other. The age of a
terrace, as described in this study, is the time of floodplain abandonment and formation of
the terrace scarp.
There are several conventional methods of determining the absolute or relative
chronology of fluvial terraces. They include radiometric age dating of organic debris and
volcanic ash beds in the terrace deposits, soil stratigraphy and weathering of terrace
sediments, paleontologic evidence, and interpretations of age based on the elevation of the
terrace above the modem stream. However, due to the speed of the terrace sequence
formation below the slide and the extremely young geologic age of the landforms, these
techniques are not applicable. Instead, methods are employed which utilize air photos,
correlation of discharge with estimates of flows required to entrain slide debris using
particle size and channel morphology parameters, and calculated aggradation and
degradation rates (Figure 11). Each method is described below.
Air Photo Analysis
The channel and terraces were mapped by projecting air photos (Table 4) to an
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1:24,000 orthophoto for scale control (Hebgen Dam SW Orthophotoquad, U.S.G.S.,
1974). The date of first appearance of a terrace on the air photos provided a first
approximation o f its age.

METHOD

DATA

INTERPRETATION

Air photo
analysis

1st appearance of

terraces

Terrace ages
( 1st approximation)

High Q events
between air photo
dates

Terrace ages
(2 nd approximation)

Q analysis

Test by estimating
flows required to
entrain sediment on
terraces using
hydraulic equations
Calculate 30-year
aggradation and
degradation rates.
Correlate to
profile elevations

Profile
elevations vs.
estimated rate of
adjustment

Terace ages
(3rd approximation)
Test with
photos

Figure 11. Schematic of methods used in determining terrace chronology. Q is discharge.

Table 4. Dates and scales of aerial photos used in this study.
Date of aerial photography

Scale

Source

August 24, 1959

1 : 1 2 ,0 0 0

Mont. Dept. Highways

July 24, 1962

1 : 1 2 ,0 0 0

Gallatin N afl Forest

August 27, 1965

1 :6 ,0 0 0

Gallatin N afl Forest

June 9, 1976

1:4,000

Gallatin N afl Forest

June 6 , 1986

1:3,000; 1:6,000

Mont. Dept. Highways

August 21, 1988

1:24,000

Gallatin N afl Forest
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Calculation of Threshold-Exceeding Flows
Discharge records were analyzed to find potential threshold-exceeding events. The
results of this analysis were checked by estimating the magnitude of flows required to,
entrain the coarsest fraction on each surface using the methodology of James (1989;
Table 3).
Discharges competent to move the largest particles were estimated using the Manning
equation;

.

•

.
Q = Am-LR

0-67[se0-5]

where A is channel cross-section area, n is channel roughness (Manning coefficient), R is
hydraulic radius (the ratio of cross-sectional area of flowing water to wetted perimeter),
and Se is the dimensionless slope of the energy grade line (Leopold and others, 1964).
Terrace slopes were used in this equation to approximate the energy grade line. Crosssection areas and hydraulic radii were calculated using an equation by Knox (1987) which
expresses maximum flow depths required to entrain sediment as a function of particle size
and slope:

'

dmax=0.000l[Dgl-21] s - ° 51

where Dgo is the particle size on the frequency distribution in which 10 percent of the
sample is coarser. The same slopes were used in this equation to approximate S, the
dimensionless water surface slope. Cross-sectional areas (including channel widths) were
estimated from surveyed cross-valley profiles and air photos. Manning's resistance
coefficients (n) were calculated using an empirical equation of flow resistance developed
for gravel-bed channels (Limerinos, 1969):
n ..

0.113R 176

7.16+ log(=N
Lj 84

where D §4 is the particle size on the frequency distribution in which 16 percent of the
sample is coarser. Calculated Manning’s coefficients were compared to published
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photographs of rivers where Manning's values have been computed from field
observations of depth, velocity, and slope (Barnes, 1967).
Aggradation and Degradation Rates
The third method involved estimating terrace ages from aggradation and degradation
rates calculated from profiles for which the age is known. These include the 1959 and 1989
water surface profiles, and terrace T5, which formed as a result of high flows in 1986.
To determine the rates of adjustment of the long profile using water surface and terrace
long profile data, at-a-station elevations for all of the reconstructed surfaces were obtained.
AU profiles were plotted by hand on graph paper and digitized at 100 foot (30.5 m) distance
increments.
Several of the A.C.E. water surface profiles were not continuously surveyed from the
Quake Lake outlet to the end of the downstream reach because of the steep banks and
dangerous conditions encountered in certain sections, especiaUy along the downstream face
of the shde mass. Therefore, in order to calculate elevation changes between the dates of
each successive water surface profUe through these reaches, computer generated fifth order
polynomials (Cricket Graph graphing software) were fit to known elevations to interpolate
profile gaps.
Changes in elevation, either by aggradation or degradation, between the dates of each
profUe were calculated as a per annum rate. For example, changes in height of the water
surface profiles between 22 September and I October 1959 were calculated and multipHed
by 40.5 [365 days per year/9 (number of days between profiles)]. Multiplication ampHfied
digitizing and plotting errors so a 5-point running mean was used to remove noise from the

curves. Aggradation and degradation rates were then used to generate the empirical
sediment wave model, based on the conceptual model in Figure 5, to define the time-space
response of the river long.profile.
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RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of the discharge and particle size analysis and long
)

profile surveys. Rates and magnitudes of degradation and aggradation within the study
reach are derived for several time periods. Additionally, data on changes in river crosssections within and downstream of the study reach are presented.
Discharge Analysis
Discharge on the Madison River in the study reach between 1955 to 1990 is shown by
two sets of data. First, a series of three year hydrographs (Figure 12) illustrates estimated
maximum monthly flows based on the highest daily averages from 1955 to 1990. Flows at
the slide represent the sum of measured flows below Hebgen Reservoir (based on
maximum of daily means) and estimated mean monthly flows at Beaver Creek (BC) and
Cabin Creek (CC). Second, annual momentary peak flows measured at the stations below
Hebgen Reservoir and at Kirby Ranch are plotted in Figure 13. Measured and estimated
daily flows at the slide in the fall of 1959, when the majority of slide debris was
transported, are shown in Figure 14. The stream gage at the slide in 1959 was abandoned
on 3 October. Daily flows at the slide for the remainder of October and November were
estimated using the regression equation in Figure 15.
Thirty Five Year Means and Maxima
For the five year period preceding die Madison Slide, estimated flows are similar to
flows ,after 1959 (Figure 12). The lowest monthly maximums are generally less than 30
m ^ s -l. High flows did not exceed 110 m^s- ! except for the 288 m^s- ! event that
occurred during the Hebgen Lake earthquake when waves over-topped Hebgen Dam.
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Figure 12. Estimated maximum monthly discharge at the Madison Slide from 1955 to
1990. Flows at the slide represent the sum of measured flows below Hebgen
Reservoir (maximum of daily means) and estimated mean monthly flows at
Beaver Creek (BC) and Cabin Creek (CC). Kirby Ranch discharges are not
available or are discontinuous in some hydrographs.
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Figure 12 (continued).
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Figure 12 (continued).
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1982-1984
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Figure 12 (continued).
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Figure 13. Momentary annual maximum discharges at station below Hebgen Reservoir
[with Beaver (BC) and Cabin Creek (CC) estimates added] and at Kirby
Ranch, 1955-1962.
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Fall 1959
Figure 14. Average measured (10 September to 3 October) and estimated (4 October to 30
November) daily flows at the Madison Slide during the A.C.E. work period in
1959.
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y = 0.82(x) + 8.06 r2 = 0.95

Q at slide (m -V 1)
Figure 15. Relationship between measured daily discharge at the Madison SUde and the
Kirby Ranch station from 10 September to 3 October, 1959.
Flows at the Madison Slide from the time of its breaching by the river to the completion
of the A.C.E. work period at the end of October were variable but generally increased
throughout the period with maximum flows (approximately 110 m^s- !) occurring between
the 20th and 24th of October. Releases from Hebgen Reservoir were increased to 107
m 3 s- l on 2 9 October and lowered to 28 m3s-1 in mid-November because of flooding
downstream from the formation of channel ice. The discharge was increased again to 90
m3s- l from 18 to 22 November, reduced again in late November, and increased to 85
m3s- l and held there through December. Flows were then maintained below 22 m3s- l
through July, 1960.
Between 1960 and 1969, estimated maximum mean daily flows at the slide were
generally between 90 and 100 m3s- 1 . The highest flow to occur after 10 September 1959
was in June, 1970 (130 m3s-1 estimated at slide; 113 m3s-1 measured below Hebgen
Reservoir). Flows after 1971 did not exceed 80 m3s-1 until the approximately HO m3s-1
event in 1986 that washed out a portion of the highway in the study reach. Flows then
remained low through 1990. Highest flows in any given year tend to occur in the summer
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or early fall, depending on release schedules from Hebgen Reservoir as dictated by
seasonal water demand.
The highest momentary peak flows, other than those associated with the Hebgen
Reservoir seiche in August, 1959, occurred in October, 1959 (133 Ui3 S-I at Kirby Ranch);
June, 1963 (98.5 m 3 s- 1 at Kirby Ranch); 1970 (146.3 Ui3 S- 1 below Hebgen); 1981 and
1982 (100 Ui3 S- 1 at Kirby Ranch); and 1986 (141.5 Hi3 S" 1 at Kirby Ranch).
Flood Frequency
The flood frequency curve in Figure 16 shows the recurrence interval of annual peak
flows (annual-maximum series) at the gaging station below Hebgen Reservoir. The
discharge values are from controlled releases at Hebgen Dam and do not reflect natural
events.

' August 17, 1959 event
" caused by waves over
Hebgen Dam
^

100

= 52.9X11-33

r2 —0.92

Recurrence interval (years)
Figure 16. Flood frequency curve for the Madison River below Hebgen Reservoir for the
period 1940-1990.
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The maximum probable flood to occur within the study reach, under natural conditions,
would result from a simultaneous intense rainfall and snowmelt runoff. The greatest floods
of record in Montana occurred under such conditions in 1964 [recurrence interval 50 to
>100 years (USGS, 1989)]. However, the most extreme flooding occurred in the
northeastern region of the state. Also, a large earthquake, such as the one that occurred in
1959, may generate waves in Hebgen Reservoir that would breach the dam. The highest
event of record (288 m3s- 1 ) on the Madison occurred under these conditions. But
prediction of such extreme climatic and seismic events and their potential on generating
extreme floods in the study reach is difficult at best and is not relevant for this analysis
since the impact of the slide has been modeled in the context of existing hydraulic
conditions. Speculation regarding maximum natural discharge was not attempted.
The flood wave caused by the nearly instantaneous release of stored water in Hebgen
Reservoir, should the dam ever fail, would be a much greater event than that which
occurred under natural conditions. Such an event and its potential magnitude can not be
predicted using conventional flood frequency curves that are based on data from natural or
dam related events. Failure of Hebgen Dam is possible but not probable (the dam was
severely damaged in the 1959 Hebgen Lake earthquake). A simple, first approximation of
the flood magnitude can be made using the following regression equations designed to
predict peak discharges (Qmax) from the failure of constructed dams (Costa and Schuster,
1988):
Qmax = 10.5H1-87, r2 = 0.80, standard error (SE) = 82%
Qmax = 961V0-48, r2 = 0.65, SE -1 2 4 %
Qmax = 325(HV)0.42; r2 = 0.75, SE = 95%
where H is height of dam in meters, V is reservoir volume in m3 x 10^. The product H*V
is the dam factor and is a crude index of the energy expenditure at the dam when it fails.
The equations are empirical and are based on peak discharges of historic dam failures.
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Reservoir volume and dam height are considered the most important factors controlling
the magnitude of peak flows from dam failures and are therefore used as the independent
variables. However, dam height is considered the best independent variable to estimate
peak discharge,for constructed dams. Costa and Schuster (1988) notes that errors in peak
discharge estimates using the equations may be as high as one order of magnitude.
Peak discharges, based upon hypothetical dam failure, were calculated using H = 28.9,
and V = 424 (344, 000 acre-feet at full usable capacity) (Table 5). The 5,700 m^s- ! value
is selected, since standard error is lowest for maximum discharge estimated from dam
height. Attenuation of a flood wave between Hebgen Reservoir and the slide is estimated at
five percent based on the relatively confined valley morphology and travel distance of the
flood wave. A discharge frequency summary is illustrated in Table 6 .

Table 5. Three peak discharge estimates for failure of Hebgen Dam using dam height,
reservoir volume, and the product of both (dam factor) as the independent
variables.
___________________________________________
Independent variable
Qmax (m^s *)
H
V
HV

5 .7 0 0
17,500
16,900

Table 6 . Discharge-frequency summary for the Madison River below Hebgen Reservoir.
Recurrence interval (years)

Discharge (m^s I)

I

53
113
191
240

10

50
100

Aug. 17, 1959 event
500
1 ,0 0 0

Maximum probable flood
Maximum possible flood

288

406
510
-

5,700
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Particle Size Analysis
Pre-Slide Channel
No quantitative datai on the particle size distribution of channel bed sediments in the
study reach prior to the August, 1959 earthquake are available. Observations of the channel
in the short reach between Hebgen Reservoir and Quake Lake indicate that the channel
alluvium was gravel dominated. However, pre-slide particle size distributions are not
known.
Madison Slide
The caliber of sediment entrained and transported during the fall of 1959 was estimated
from A.C.E. (1960) reports (Figure 17) and photographs. The only quantitative analysis of
the caliber of slide material was made by obtaining a 1,370 pound sample with a front end
loader on 20 September, 1959 from the downstream portion of the spillway (station
location unknown). Most of the sampled material was less than 10 inches (25,4 cm) in
diameter (termed "earthy" by the A.C.E.) and was presumed to be representative of
material in the downstream portion of the spillway which eroded easily when the river
breached the slide on 10 September. The A.C.E. noted that approximately 50 percent of the
material would pass through a 1.5 inch (38 mm) screen (Figure 17). The analysis was
crude since only one site was sampled, the largest fraction was not considered, and only
one screen size was used (A.C.E., 1960).
Prior to over-topping by the river, leakage through the slide was approximately
4 n A - l (A.C.E., 1960). This translates to an approximate hydraulic conductivity of 0.35
cm/sec-using the hydraulic gradient through the slide mass prior to passage of water
through the spillway and a saturated cross-sectional area of 20, 325 m3. This value is
typical for materials ranging from well-sorted sands and glacial outwash to well-sorted
t

gravel (Fetter, 1988). However, values of hydraulic conductivity do not indicate the nature
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of the porous medium, whether it is unconsolidated material, fractured bedrock, or both. A
diagrammatic sketch of materials encountered in lowering the spillway in 1959 (A.C.E.,
1960) and description of subsurface material encountered in drill holes indicates that the
coarsest fraction beneath the present channel is between station 0 and approximately 1,600
(500 meters downstream of Quake Lake).

1000

Particle size (mm)
Figure 17. Particle size distribution of slide material sampled by A.C.E. in the fall of 1959
(A.C.E., 1960). D90 = approximately 200 mm.
Terrace Treads
Particle size distributions for terrace treads are shown in Figure 18. See Table 10 for a
summary of D 9 0 and Dg 4 values for each sampling site.
Longitudinal Profiles
The thirty year evolution of the long profile of the Madison River between the Quake
Lake outlet and the end of the study reach is detailed below. Planform adjustments
are also illustrated. Profiles were constructed from A.C.E. estimates of pre-slide channel
elevation, 1959 and 1989 surveys of water surface elevation and surveys of terrace treads.
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Figure 18. Particle size distributions of terrace treads. Line symbols represent data points.
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Figure 18 (continued).
Pre-Slide Channel and 1959 - 1989 Water Surfaces
The pre-slide profile, water surface profiles surveyed in 1959 by the A.C.E., and the
1989 water surface profile are shown in Figure 19. Station 0 corresponds to the outlet at
Quake Lake.
The spillway degraded approximately 50 feet (15 m), with help from the A.C.E., in
September and October, 1959, with the greatest erosion occurring near station 1,700 where
channel gradient increased downstream of the slide crest. At the same time, the coarse
fraction eroded from the spillway aggraded the channel below the toe of the slide.
Maximum aggradation occurred near station 3,800. Photos of the river during this period
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Pre-slide
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September 22, 1959

_
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October I, 1959

^
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October 22, 1959
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—
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Station (Quake Lake outlet at station 0)
I station = 0.3 meters
Figure 19. Water surface profiles of the Madison River surveyed during the fall of 1959
by the A.C.E. (1960) and compared to the 1989 water surface profile and pre
slide profile correlated to the same A.C.E. stations. Line symbols represent
data points.
show that the channel was braided as it exited the spillway and much of the coarse material
was spread over an effectively wider "floodplain" resulting in less elevation increase by
aggradation than elevation decrease in the spillway (Figure 20). Also, much of the material
eroded from the spillway was transported out of the study reach as suspended load. More
than 114,000 tons (103,400 metric tons) of suspended sediment passed through the Kirby
Ranch station in September, 1959 (Hanly, 1964). This decreased to 610 tons (553 metric
tons) in January, 1960. The point which separates aggrading from degrading reaches is
approximately at station 3,250 for the 1959 profiles.
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Figure 20. Photograph showing aggradation and braiding of the river below the slide in
October, 1959 (A.C.E., 1960).
No regular measurements of Quake Lake or channel water surface elevations were
made subsequent to the end of A.C.E. activities. However, observations of channel
conditions were made intermittently until July, 1960 (A.C.E., 1960). The elevation of
Quake Lake dropped approximately 2 feet (0.6 m) between 27 October 1959 and 15 July
1960 and the spillway channel degraded from 2 to 6 feet (0.6-1 .8 m) near station 1,400.
The channel also degraded 10 to 12 feet (3-4 m) near station 3,600 (site of 9 to 11 m of
aggradation in the fall of 1959) and aggraded I to 3 feet (0.3 to 0.9 m) below station 4,600
sometime prior to July, 1960 (station estimated from A.C.E. descriptions). The modem
(1989) water surface profile indicates that the Madison River has degraded approximately
16 feet (4.9 m) at the slide crest since the culmination of A.C.E. work in the fall of 1959.
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Water surface elevations are used to define the early adjustment of the channel long
profile because channel bed elevations could not be surveyed. Since water surface
elevations are a function of discharge, they can overestimate the elevation of the channel
bed by a meter or more. In order to define the relationship between water surface elevation
and discharge, a discharge rating curve for a channel cross-section can be constructed if
simultaneous values of gage height and discharge are known. The relationship is only valid
for a specific cross-section because it depends on channel morphology, specifically the
width to depth ratio. Therefore the most appropriate location to test this relationship is at the
gaging stations which were in the study reach in the fall of 1959. However, not only did
the cross sectional morphology vary along the study reach, as it still does from single
channel to braided reaches, the morphology was changing very rapidly between the dates
of each successive profile surveyed in the fall of 1959.
Since the width to depth ratio of the Madison River at Kirby Ranch was similar to the
ratio of the initial spillway at the slide (dimensionless ratio approximately 133), a rating
curve was constructed from USGS discharge measurement notes at the Kirby station
(Figure 21) to approximate the relationship at the slide. The estimated stage heights

£e = 0.35 + (6.63 x IO ^) (Q)

rz = 0.99

Q (cubic meters per second)

Figure 21. Discharge rating curve for the Madison River at Kirby Ranch; 1959-1963 data.

I
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provide an approximate correlation between the water surface and terrace long profiles
which are measures o f bed elevation (Table 7). Rather than correct all water surface profiles
based on estimated stage heights, which may result in more erroneous elevation values, the
rating curve is used to show potential variations in profile elevation when using water
surface slope as a proxy for bed elevation.

Table 7. Estimates of stage height (from Kirby Ranch rating curve) at the Madison slide
_________ during measurements of water surface profiles.
Date of water surface profile

Discharge (m^s- !)*

Estimated stage height (m)

September 10,1959

7.5

0.4

September 22,1959

47.5

0.7

October 1 , 1959

57.5

0.7

October 8,1959

49.2

0.7

October 16,1959

56.9

0.7

October 22,1959

92.0

0.9

October 27,1959

33.4

0 .6

July 18, 1989

28.3
* A /T t> o „

0.5
a ; „ ~ u „ -------

* Mean daily discharge

Terraces
Five terraces ,were identified through analysis of the longitudinal profile of the river
(Figure 22). The terraces are numbered sequentially from high (T l) to low (T5). Currently,
the third-highest terrace is designated T3B. A different third-highest surface which existed
in the 1960’s (and was subsequently buried) is designated T3A
Terraces are preserved as discontinuous segments below station 2,300. The number of
terraces preserved at any location is highest near station 3,900 (4) and decreases to one
below station 4,500. Older, higher terraces in the upstream reach near station 3,000 merge
with lower, and younger, terraces downstream.
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Pre-slide
September 10, 1959
1940-

1930-

1920-

June 18, 1989

1910-

1900-

4000
Station
I station = 0.3 meters
Figure 22. Long profiles of terraces below the Madison Slide compared to profiles of pre
slide channel, September 10, 1959 water surface (first day river passed over
slide) and June 18, 1989 water surface. Line symbols represent data points.
Terrace T l is a small segment approximately 10 m long at the upstream end of the
terrace sequence near station 3,000. The upstream end of T l is difficult to define because it
tapers into T2 near station 3,000. Therefore, only the downstream end of the remnant is
plotted in Figure 22. Terrace T2 is unambiguous upstream, but becomes indistinguishable
from T3 at approximately station 4,200. Terrace T3B, if extrapolated downstream, merges
with terrace T4 at station 3,600. Terrace T5 merges with the active floodplain at
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approximately station 4,300. Channels formed during high flows in the summer of 1986
(not shown in Figure 22) merge with the river and the current loci of aggradation in the
braided reach below station 5,100.
For purposes of generating the empirical sediment wave model, curves were fitted to
the terrace long profiles in order to extrapolate elevations upstream and downstream from
the end of each segment to generate rates of elevation change between terraces, to
interpolate elevations between segments of the same surface, and to predict the form of
lower terraces. A high order polynomial works best when interpolating between data points but fails to predict the upstream or downstream nature of a stream long profile. This is best
described by an exponential, logarithmic, power, or some similar function since the
gradients of long profiles tend to decrease downstream. There is no general agreement as to
which equation is best though a unique solution has been attempted by many (e.g.. Snow,
1983; Ohmori, 1991). The terraces were best fit by a logarithmic function (using Cricket
Graph software) with r% values ranging from 0.98 for terrace T5 to 1.00 for terrace T4
(Table 8 ). A curve fit was not attempted for terrace T l because the upstream end of the
profile is difficult to define. Terrace T3B was not fitted with a curve since the gradient of
this surface is greater than terrace T2. The perfect fit for terrace T4 is an artifact that arose
because the profile is controlled by only two surveyed elevations.
Table 8 . Curve-fitting equations for terraces. E = elevation, d = distance from Quake
_________ Lake outlet._______________________
,_____________________________
Terrace____________ Equation_______________________________ r^_________________
Tl
T2

NA
. E = 2250 - 94 (log d)

—

0.99

T3B

NA

T4

E = 2 1 3 6 -6 3 (log d)

1 .0 0

T5

E = 2 1 1 9 -5 8 (log d)

' 0.98

-
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Terrace Cross-Sections
Cross-valley profiles were surveyed to estimate values of paleochannel variables such
as width and depth so that competent discharges for the terrace treads could be calculated.
Cross valley profiles for stations 3,100, 3,600, and 3,900 are shown in Figure 23. Views .
are upstream.
Kirbv Ranch and Cameron Sections
Cross-channel profiles of the Madison River at the Kirby Ranch and Cameron gaging
station are shown in Figure 24. The Kirby Ranch and Cameron sections are used to
determine the influence of slide debris on channel morphology downstream of the study
reach. Changes in hydraulic geometry between 9 September and 29 November 1959 at
Kirby Ranch (Figure 24a) were likely a result of the high sediment and water discharges
during this period. Although coarse, angular slide debris has not been recognized as far as
the Kirby station and therefore has not directly affected channel morphology, high flows
scoured the channel and increased both width and depth. Channel morphology remained
unchanged through 1963 when observations at the station were suspended. Low flows in
the early 1960's likely made the river under-fit for its channel. After 1963 channel
geometry changes can only be assessed based on data from-discharge rating curves
(Figure 25). Assuming no change in channel slope, higher discharges for a given stage in
1985 at Kirby Ranch indicate an increase in channel cross sectional area, either by an
increase in width, depth, or both.
The hydraulic geometry of the channel at Cameron remained unchanged from 1952
through the flood of 1970. However, the 1970 rating curve shows a slight increase in high
stage discharge.

■
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Figure 23. Cross-valley profiles of the Madison River and terraces (solid line) compared
to pre-slide elevation of the river (dashed line). View is upstream. * Terrace
T3B is continuous with T2 upstream. T2 is buried beneath T3B at this
location. Line symbols represent data points.
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Figure 24. Cross-channel profiles of the Madison River at (a) Kirby Ranch and (b)
Cameron showing pre- and post-slide channel morphologies. Line symbols
represent data points.
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S (1963) = 0.35 + (6.63 x IQ-3 XQ) r 2 = 0.99
S (1985) = 0.21 + (5.50 x W 3 XQ) r 2 = 0.99
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Figure 25. Discharge rating curves for the Madison River at (a) Cameron and (b) Kirby
Ranch. Q = discharge.
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Terrace Chronology
Terrace ages, as determined from air photos (shown diagrammatically in Figure 26) and
discharge data are detailed in Table 9. At least two terraces and possibly a third had formed
by 1962. Surface T2 retained tracks of heavy equipment (visible on air photos),
presumably from A.C.E. activities in 1959. Terrace T l formed, therefore, during the fall of
1959 as a result of a threshold-exceeding discharge, a reduction in sediment load, or both.
Cessation of dredging of the spillway by the A.C.E. may have significantly reduced total ■
load in the channel and induced channel incision. The elevation of the downstream end of
T l approximates the elevations of the late September to early October water surface in this
reach. Surface T2 was probably abandoned prior to the stabilization of flows in December,
1959.
Table 9. Summary of terrace chronology based on air photo and discharge data.

I
Terrace

Age

Cause*

Tl

October, 1959

t Q (120 m V 1) or i O

T2 '

November, 1959

T q ( H O m V 1)Or Tg

T3Af

November, 1959

, T q (i id m V 1) or Tg

T3Bt

June, 1970

Tq (125 m V 1)

T4

June, 1970

Tq (125 m V 1)

T5

June, 1986

Tq (1 12 m V 1)

* T Q = threshold-exceeding discharge; -lG = decreased sediment loads; f = Surface .
buried by 1970 aggradation; $ = Surface preserved.
The gradient and elevation of T2 closely approximates that of the 27 October 1959
water surface profile. The elevation of surface T3 above the 1962 channel can not be
determined from air photos. This surface may have been flooded during moderately high
flows. If so, it would not be a terrace by definition. The A.C.E. (1960) reported 10-12 feet
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(3-3.6 m) of degradation near station 3,600 sometime between 27 October 1959 and 15
July 1960. The degradation likely occurred during high flows in November and December.
Except for minor reworking of in-channel bars, no adjustment o f channel morphology
is evident between the 1962 and 1965 photos (Figure 26). However, between 1965 and
1976 several changes occurred. Much slide material from both banks o f the spillway reach,
especially from the left or south bank, was introduced into the river. Virtually all o f the
initial spillway channel surface had been eroded by 1976. A conservative estimate o f the
volume removed from the left bank between Quake Lake and the downstream terminus of
the slide scar in this period is nearly 400,000 m 3 (volume estimated using air photos and
channel incision depths from long profile data). This includes a portion of the steep south
bank immediately upstream o f terrace T l and T2. A portion of terrace T2 was eroded as
well. Bank erosion appears to have been primarily a result of an increase in channel
sinuosity within the spillway and secondarily a result o f overbank flows. Much o f the
eroded material was deposited a short distance downstream and appears from air photos to
have buried T3 to the level of T 2 . This newest erosional surface, which was later
abandoned, was still the third highest surface. The present terrace T3 is therefore a different
surface than the pre-1965 T3. For clarity, the early surface is designated T3A and the
present terrace T3B. Terrace T4 also formed in this period.
Since essentially no change in river morphology occurred between 1962 and 1965 and
the highest flows in this period did not exceed 95 m 3 s- l, post-1965 adjustments described
above likely occurred when flows exceeded this magnitude. Such flows did occur during
high spring and summer flows between 1968 and 1970. But the greatest and perhaps all of
the adjustments likely occurred in 1970'when flows at the slide exceeded 125 m 3 s“ l (see
Figure 13). The U.S. Forest Service observed the elevation o f Quake Lake to decrease
approximately 6 feet ( 1.8 m) due to degradation of the spillway as a result of high spring
runoff in 1970 and 1971 (Gallatin National Forest informational pamphlet, date unknown).
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Figure 26. Planform adjustments of the Madison River between Quake Lake and the
Raynold's Pass bridge (Highway 87) for the period between 1962 and 1986.
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Between 1976 and 1986, photos show the river migrated toward the north bank below
the slide and formed surface T5 (Figure 26) which was abandoned following a 112 m ^g-l
event during the summer of 1986 which washed out a portion of Highway 287 in the study
reach. Subsequent morphologic adjustments have primarily been in the braided reach below
station 6 ,0 0 0 where the network of braided channels changes seasonally (evident from
1988 photos and from discussions with fishermen).
Flows Required to Entrain Terrace Sediments

•

Interpretations regarding timing of terrace formation as a result of threshold-exceeding
discharges were tested using the method of James (1989; table 3). Particle size distributions
and estimates of channel cross-sectional area were used to estimate flows required to
entrain the coarsest 10 percent (Dgq) of sediment on terrace surfaces (Table 10). These
estimated flows are compared to actual flows that occurred during the time periods the
terraces are assumed to have formed based on air photo information. Competent discharges
at the nine sampling sites range from 13 to 189 m V 1. The highest values, 189 m V 1 and
182 m V 1, overestimate the required flows for terrace T l and T3 since measured annual
maximum discharges neyer reached these values (highest momentary flow for 1960 water
year was 111 m V 1; 163 m V 1 in 1970). Similarly, the lowest calculated flows, 18 m V 1
and 13 m V 1 for sites T2y and T5b, respectively, are unbelievably lower than the lowest
annual maximum flows measured. Annual maximum flows were generally greater than 60
m V 1 for all water years before 1986.
The independent variables used in the competent flow equations are slope, width, D 90 ,
and Dgq. The calculated flows are most sensitive to variations in the values of D 90 where a
10 percent variation results in a 20-22 percent change in estimated discharge. A ten percent
variation in slope, width, and Dgq results in a 6 ,1 0 , and 4 percent change in discharge
values, respectively.
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Table 10. Estimated flows required to entrain coarsest ten percent of bedload using
Manning’s equation.
Q
(actual)

Error

m3s-1

m3s- l

%

R

D b4

m

m

mm

3 7 .2

31

LI

515

0.06

182

120

34

0.9

21.2

30

0.9

290

0.05

98

HO

12

362

0 .8

2 5 .3

31 , ' 0 ,8

270

0.05

79

HO

39

0.04

176

0.3

9 .9

29

0.3

155

0.05

18

HO

511

T2C

0.04

300

0.7

18.9

29

0.6

222

0.05

52

HO

HO

T3a

0.04

500

1.3

40.8

31

1.2

290

0.05

189

125

34

T3b

0.04

350

0.8

32 .3

30

0.7

200

0.05

102

125

23

T4

0.02

420

1.3

36.3

29

1.2

217

0.04

139

125

10

T5a

0.02

149

0.4

11.4

29

0.4

124

0.04

19

112 '

489

T5b

0.02

128

0.3

8.5

26

0.3

99

0.04

13

112

762

T5C

0.02

245

0.7

18.7

26

0.7

177

0.05

45

112

149

Area Width

Slope

D 90

dmax

%

mm

m

m2

Tl

0.08

724

1.2

T2

0.06

500

T2a

0.04

T2b

Site

n

Q
(est.)

The large discrepancies between measured flows and flows calculated from particle size
and channel dimensions are due to errors in measurement of channel width and depth as
well as errors in particle size sampling. Precise reconstruction of width and depth from
terrace remnants was not possible because the number of channels that flowed on a given
surface are not preserved. Therefore, estimations of hydraulic geometry relationships from
cross-section surveys are likely a source of significant error.
Empirical SedimentWave Model
A plot of aggradation and degradation rates as a function of distance downstream from
Quake Lake (Figure 27) is used to simulate the conceptual sediment wave model in Figure
5. A general increased rate of degradation at the slide occurred from 10 September to 22
October, with the greatest rate of incision occurring at approximately station 2,300 for the
period between 16 and 22 October. Increased degradation rates in this time period were a
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result of spillway channel excavation by the A.C.E. coupled with increasing discharges
from controlled releases at Hebgen Dam. This reach had the second highest initial spillway
gradient (approximately 10%; 14% between station 2,800 and 3,400). Changes in channel
bed elevation at the two stream gages temporary installed below the slide (Stermitz, 1964)
were consistent with rates calculated above.

T2-T4
T4-T5
0

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000
Station (Quake Lake outlet at station 0)
I station = 0.3 meters

Figure 27. Rate change in profile elevations as a function of distance from Quake Lake
using 1959 water surface profiles and terrace long profiles. Rates have been
smoothed using a 5-pt. running mean to reduce effect of elevation irregularities
produced by digitizing. Rates calculated from terrace profiles are very small
compared to rates generated from water surface data. Rates shown are the
square root of actual rates. Line symbols represent data points.
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DISCUSSION
The variables controlling the morphologic response of the Madison River to the
Madison Slide are summarized below as are interpretations of the effect different flows,
particle sizes, and. valley morphologies may have had on the response. The future spatial
and temporal evolution of the long profile is predicted using a revised empirical model due
to difficulties in applying aggradation and degradation rate data (see Figure 27) to the
original conceptual model (see Figure 5). Finally, implications of the model are detailed as
well as suggestions for future work.
Controls of Channel Response
The spatial and temporal nature of the response has, and will continue to be, sensitive
to the magnitude and frequency of discharge, the caliber of slide sediment, and the
morphology of the canyon and valley below the slide. The early response was also
controlled by A.C.E. work in 1959. Had the A.C.E. not intervened and constructed a
spillway across the slide, the initial rate of spillway erosion and subsequent degradation
below the slide would have been much more rapid. The constructed width, depth, and
slope of the spillway channel and the size of material used by the A.C'E to armor the
spillway was designed to slow erosion of the slide to prevent rapid release of water, from
Quake Lake. However, rapid incision by a deep and narrow self-formed channel across the
slide would likely have been slowed by the addition of much slide debris from bank
collapse and the negative feedback of a decreasing channel gradient. In other words, the
elevation of the channel would probably be close to that today, however, the profile may
have been attained earlier.
Had most of the slide mass been composed of much finer material, perhaps in the sand
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size fraction, most flows would have been competent to entrain and transport the material.
And the sediment would have been transported a greater distance before being deposited.
Terrace formation below the slide, therefore, may not have occurred under these ■
conditions. However, sediment load volume may be just as important in controlling
channel morphology as sediment caliber. If load volume is sufficiently large, a finer load
can completely replace the indigenous load and alter channel morphology (e.g., Knighton,
1989) because stream capacity has been exceeded. Channel aggradation and subsequent
degradation and terrace formation has occurred under these conditions in high energy,
headwater reaches (e.g. James, 1989; Paine, 1984).
The rate of recovery of the river to the slide has been controlled primarily by critical
flows in excess of 100 Hi3S - 1. Had flows not exceeded this magnitude it is reasonable to
assume that the elevation of the river at the slide would be higher and the locus of
aggradation would be upstream of where it is today. Future magnitudes, of critical flows
will necessarily increase as the gradient of the river decreases while it incises through the
slide mass.
Assumptions used in estimations of past discharge magnitudes at the slide are violated
for three reasons. First, flows at the Quake Lake outlet are not sensitive to momentary peak
stages at the Hebgen Reservoir station, which is 11 km upstream. Dissipation of a flood
wave in Quake Lake likely results in a lower peak flow at the slide. Second, the addition of
estimated mean monthly flows from Beaver and Cabin Creeks to measured monthly
maximum (of daily mean) flows at the station below Hebgen Reservoir results in a total
discharge value that is only an estimate. Third, diversions for irrigation below the slide
(approximately 1,500 acres), may result in erroneous estimates of discharge using a
percentage of flows measured at Kirby Ranch.
An important parameter which can not be obtained from discharge data is the duration
of critical flows. High magnitude events provide the greatest stream power for the
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entrainment and transport of bedload, however, a large flow of short duration may not
perform much work (transport of bedload). The duration of momentary peak flows at the
slide, and therefore the quantity of work performed by these flows is not known.
Maximum mean daily flows may be a better indicator of potential work because high flows
within a given day must operate over a sufficiently long period to result in a high daily
average. A peak flow that is an order of magnitude greater than the remainder of flows on a
certain day may not significantly raise the daily average if it occurs only over a period of a
few minutes. The use of maximum monthly flows (based on daily average) in conjunction
with momentary peaks to estimate terrace forming flows, therefore, allows a better
estimation of threshold exceeding discharges.
Model of Geomorphic Response to Point Sediment Loading
The conceptual time-space model of the morphologic response of a stream to point
sediment loading illustrated in Figure 5 represents the predicted rate of change in elevation
of the channel long profile and is based on Gilbert’s results in 1917. The empirical model
(Figure 27) was constructed from long profile data and is subject to several problems.
Foremost is the discontinuous nature of the profiles. Curve fitting routines used to
interpolate and extrapolate discontinuous water surface profiles were somewhat successful,
however, the fitted curves from the terrace data could not be used in the model successfully
because the extrapolated data did not adequately produce the predicted trends.
As a result, an alternative modeling approach was employed to define pro gradation of
Madison Slide sediment over time and to predict the downstream limit of ^recognizable
bedload aggradation. First, a longitudinal profile of maximum aggradation as a function of
distance was constructed using elevations from water surface and terrace long profile data.
This is shown conceptually in Figure 28. The empirical data is illustrated in Figure 29.
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Profile defining maximum
aggradation of bedload
Recovery profiles
Equilibrium profile
Noise envelope

Downstream
figure 28. Conceptual model of profile defining maximum aggradation of bedload below
point sediment source.
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Station (Quake Lake outlet at station 0)
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Figure 29. Maximum aggradation vs. distance from Quake Lake using a composite of
water surface and terrace long profile elevations. Line symbols represent data
points.
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Second, pre-slide elevations were subtracted from the profile defining maximum
aggradation to create the model profile (Figure 30). This step insures that the model profile
approaches zero asymptotically, rather than approach the pre-slide profile which changes
with distance (as does the aggradation profile in Figure 29). The model assumes that the
pre-slide profile approximates the equilibrated, graded elevation of the river through this
reach. Although the approach of a disequilibrium profile to a graded one does not require
the river to ever attain the elevation and slope of the predisturbance channel, it is reasonable
to assume that the river will not degrade below it over a graded time interval. The pre-slide
elevation simply represents the assumed maximum possible recovery.

■a 5 3 -

i

Elevation difference = 1.79 x IO^ • (Distance
r2 = 0.99

g 29 -

Slide Inn

0

2000 4000

HWY
87

6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 16000 18000 20000
Station (Quake Lake outlet at station 0)
I station = 0.3 meters

Figure 30. Model profile fit with a power function showing predicted limit of bedload
aggradation from the Madison Slide as a function of distance from Quake
Lake. Using a I m noise envelope (shaded), the curve approaches the elevation
of the pre-slide long profile approximately 18,000 ft (5,500 m) below Quake
Lake (station 0).
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Curve fitting routines were applied to the model profile (Figure 30), except the 10
September 1959 segment which represents the profile of the slide mass, so that a best fit
mathematical function could be found and used to extrapolate beyond the present locus of
aggradation. Requirements for a good curve fit were: I) the curve should closely match the
trend of the model profile, and 2) the fitted curve, when extrapolated beyond the profile,
should approach zero on the x-axis asymptotically. A power function of the form
y = axb provided the best fit (Figure 30), however, it may not be a unique solution. For
example, the behavior of the profile may approximate a hyperbolic function as well (Lane,
1992, personal communication). However, this hypothesis was not testable with the
available software.
Model Results

'
'

The, model predicts that the point where aggradation of slide debris will no longer be
recognized either as a terrace or as sediment composing a significant portion of bed and
bank material is at approximately station 18,000 (5,500 m downstream of Quake Lake
outlet or approximately 150 m upstream from the Highway 87 bridge). This distance
depends on the interpretation of the noise envelope, that vertical range of channel elevations
above and below the graded channel profile which results, from inherent, fluctuations in
discharge and sediment load. There is also, at any time and location within the river,
variation between channel bed and bank elevations and between water surface elevations in
the braided reach. Resolving the limit of aggradation depends on the scale of these
variations.
The I m envelope used in the model is based on observations of bankfull depth in the
study reach and for reaches downstream of the study area (, 1990) as well as annual
fluctuations in bed elevations at the Kirby Ranch station (Figure 24). Cross-sections of the
Kirby Ranch station indicate that seasonal fluctuations in the elevation of the channel bed
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probably do not exceed the diameter of the top layer of clasts on the channel bed. This is
likely due to the controlled flows and trapping of sediment upstream of the study reach by
Hebgen Reservoir and Quake Lake. Decadel or millennial fluctuations can't be determined
with the available data. Survey measurements from the study reach indicate that variations
in water surface elevations between adjacent channels in the braided reach average 0.5 m
but are as high as 0.7 m. Elevation differences between the channel bed and bankfull stage
varies but is estimated at I to 2 m.
The ratio of vertical incision at the slide to horizontal progradation of slide sediment
over 30 years is 20 m/1,460 m, or 0.014. The model predicts the ratio 39 m (elevation of
present channel above pre-slide elevation)/ 2,700 m (distance to further prograde to station
18,000 from 9,000), or 0.014. In other words, for every I m of degradation at the slide,
the locus of aggradation progrades approximately 70 m downstream.
The time needed for progradation of the sediment wave to reach station 18,000 will
depend on the frequency and duration of critical flows. Flows in excess of approximately
110 In3S-1, which has a recurrence interval of approximately 9 years, are needed for further
entrainment of slide debris. However, the magnitude of these critical flows is assumed to
increase as the slide mass is removed, because as the gradient of the river decreases, greater
flows will be required to entrain sediment of a given size. The frequency of these flows is
difficult to predict since they are regulated by Montana Power at the outlet of Hebgen
Reservoir.
Past rates of progradation of the sediment wave indicate that future progradation rates
will reach station 18,000 in approximately 27,400 years when all profiles (1959 water
surface and terraces) are regressed (Figure 31). However, rates of aggradation and
degradation in 1959 were controlled, in part, by A.C.E. spillway construction. Initial
1

armoring of the spillway channel by the A.C.E. followed by lowering of the spillway crest
to decrease the volume of water in Quake Lake created aggradation and degradation rates
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that are not representative of rates following A.C.E. activities in the fall of 1959. When
only terrace and water surface data from 1989 are used, the regression indicates that
sediment progradation will reach station 18,000 in approximately 110 years. This
prediction is assumed to be more representative of future rates, however, it must be kept in
mind that flows across the slide will continue to be regulated by releases from Hebgen
Reservoir.

y = 7 (27,400 years)
.

6- y = 4.6 (HO years)

18000
15000
Maximum Extent of Bedload Aggradation
Quake Lake at station 0 (I station = 0.3 meters)
12000

21000

Figure 31. Time needed for sediment wave to reach station 18,000 based on past rates of
aggradation downstream of the Madison Slide. Points I - 4 are from 1959
profiles. T3, T5, and M (1989 profile) reflect post-1959 aggradation.
Model Implications
The implication of the model is that the downstream limit of bedload aggradation is
finite and that the form of the fitted curve (Figure 30) is a function of such variables as
valley morphology and size of the point sediment load. Had the volume of the slide mass
been greater and assuming the slide crest elevation would have been proportionally higher
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then, logically, the distance at which the model curve approaches an assumed equilibrium
state would also be greater. Similarly, had the valley been sufficiently narrow to restrict
lateral deposition of slide sediment with the slide volume being the same, then the locus of
aggradation may have pro graded further downstream. Madole (1991) has observed such
effects in the Colorado Piedmont where distribution of terrace gravels were affected by
their proximity to deep and narrow canyons.
The empirical model presented above will aid the genetic interpretation of terraces
present in glaciated basins. For instance, the origin of basin terraces in the middle and
northern Rocky Mountains has been subject to considerable controversy since at least 1937
when Mackin (1937) claimed that terraces in the Big Horn basin were erosional in origin, a
product of lateral planation during periods of relative vertical stability when the rivers were
not aggrading or degrading. Subsequent work has revealed that terrace sediments in many
of the basins, including the Bighorn, are rather a product of glaciofluvial filling during p reBull lake, Bull Lake and Pinedale glaciations (for a review of work on terrace origins and
fluvial processes in the Rocky Mountain region, see Ritter, 1987). Though difficult in
many settings, it is possible to trace terrace long profiles to the moraines, relate terrace
gravels to glacial outwash deposits, and determine the depth and nature of the topography
buried by the fluvial fills.
W hat remains unclear, however, is how far from the glacial terminus the glacial
sediment signature persists. That is, are terrace surfaces tens of kilometers from the
terminus of basin glaciation still a product of aggradation from outwash sediments or are
they instead strath terraces? Given the volume of sediment imposed on the rivers by g lacial'
erosion and the morphology of the basins, is it volumetrically possible for the imposed load
to prograde as far into the basins as is suggested? The model presented here can not answer
these questions, however, it does provide a methodology to test such hypotheses.
The model indicates that the downstream limit of bedload aggradation from a point
/
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sediment source is finite. It is reasonable to assume, therefore, that portions of terraces
previously classified as "glacial" are, in fact, not glacial at all and that it is possible to
determine the limit of recognizable aggradation from glacial sources through application of
a geomorphic model of this type.
This study also provides a hypothesis for the geomorphic origin of a localized sequence
of anomalous multiple terraces in a basin that is otherwise dominated by fewer terraces of
much larger scale. For example, the Madison Valley between the area of this study and
Ennis Lake (approximately 65 km downstream) is dominated by a somewhat consistent
sequence of up to 8 terraces that lie from 2 to more than 25 meters above the modem river
and are believed to be both glaciofluvial and tectonic in origin (Schneider, 1990).
However, within this terrace sequence is a small reach near Cameron, Montana with a
chaotic sequence of as many as 13 terraces of low relative relief. These surfaces may have
formed in response to stream rejuvenation following a localized point sediment loading
event (Locke, 1990).
The general nature of the model is applicable to modern studies of sediment loading in
streams such as the impact of mine tailings, logging debris, and mass movements on
channel morphology. Knowledge of the nature and rates of coarse sediment aggradation
from these types of sources has practical utility for design and management of aquatic
habitat, engineering works (e.g. bridge and levee design), and for rural or municipal
planning in riparian areas. For floodplain and insurance zone mapping purposes, a reliable
model can also help determine the existence and severity of flood hazards. Sediment

' i

accumulation in constricted or obstructed areas, such as occurs in riparian areas that are
encroached by urban development, can result in significantly higher flood water elevations
upstream of the obstructions than would otherwise be expected for a given fioodflow.'

,

i,
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Suggestions for Future Work
This study documents the morphologic response of a medium size, high energy
headwaters stream to the point addition of a high magnitude, low frequency sediment load.
As a result, the model presented above is only applicable to the reach of the Madison River
examined in this study. What is needed, if a widely applicable predictive model of the type
presented here is to be developed, is more modeling estimates of responses in other basins
under various conditions. Modeled systems might include glacial sediment loading,
dispersal of mine tailings' in streams and responses to logging or grazing. Measurement or
collection of the relevant variables in these systems is therefore required. Only then can
statistical'methods be applied to the collection of site-specific models and a more useful and
universal model be developed.
The modeling method relies primarily on accurate surveys of the channel long profile.
The independent variables of discharge and caliber of the imposed load and dependent
variables such as channel width, depth, and slope are also applicable when using competent
, flow equations and other similar techniques to test interpretations about past channel
adjustments and to make predictions about future ones. Application of the method,
therefore, requires a drainage basin with a good database of these variables.
Additional model development and calibration is possible using existing information. A
summary of selected papers which have addressed the problem of sediment loading in
streams (Table 11) indicates that many studies have been overly descriptive rather than
quantitative. However, a few studies have quantified some of the requisite data (e. g.,
Church, 1972; Paine, 1984; James, 1989) and have suggested or applied sediment wave
type models (Gilbert, 1917; Kelsey, 1982; Meade, 1982; Pickup and others, 1983;
Knighton, 1989; James, 1989).
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Table 11. Summary of selected papers addressing the influence of sediment loading on
__________ channel morphology._______________________ _______________________
DEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
VARIABLES
Load Total
Maximum
Long
Additional
STUDY
G ilb ert (1 9 1 7 )
F a h n e s to c k (1 9 6 3 )

Type
' M
G

L oad

R itter (1 9 6 7 )
C h u rch (1 9 7 2 )
C h u rch and R y d er
(1 9 7 2 )
M a iz e ls (1 9 7 9 )

G
G
G

V

V

G

V

S o n i e t a l (1 9 8 0 )

F

V

K e ls e y ( 1 9 8 2 )

L

V

M ad ej (1 9 8 2 )
M a iz e ls (1 9 8 3 )

S, L
G

*

V
V

C aliber

_ _ Q ____

—

*

V

V

V

6 d o z e n var.

*

96

#

8

V

8, p

V

8, T

V

v

V

variab les

V

■ V
v

V( D 75 )

i

P r o file

(Pso)

■

V

w , d, v,.„a, p , 8

8

V

V
V

I

A s, T

^

V (Q bf)

V

V (Q m )

■ ^

*

P ic k u p e t a l (1 9 8 3 )

M

P a in e (1 9 8 4 )
B o is o n an d P atton

L
L

V

V

V

*

L

V

C

V

8, p
A a ,8
w, d

V

-

%

T

V

8

t, %

8

(1985)
P ea r ce and W a tso n

(1986)
Park and Jain (1 9 8 6 )
T h o m p s o n and
J o n e s (1 9 8 6 )
K n ig h to n ( 1 9 8 9 )

V

G
M

V

V (D 50,
D 8 4 ), t
D 50

P e r k in s (1 9 8 9 )

L

V

M ille r (1 9 9 0 )
H a r v e y (1 9 9 1 )
J a m es (1 9 9 1 )

L

* ■

T h is stu d y

’ 56

S ,L

M
L

V’

*

V

V

V
v
,v

''%

V, t-

V (Q m )

V (D 90 )

V

■

%
‘

8;

w, d

w, w, 8 , B
A
w vs. A

* ■

8, a

V

8, a

G = glacial debris; F = flume; C = computer model; L = landslides and other mass
movements; M = mining debris; S = soil and/or bank erosion; V = variable quantified; ^ =
variable not quantified; D = particle size; D(X) = proportional size limits for which (X) per
cent of the material is finer in a grain size distribution; Q = discharge; Q pk = flood flows;
Q m = mean flows; Q b f = discharge at bank' full; A = drainage area; w = channel width; w
= valley width; d = channel depth; v = water velocity; a = changes in channel crosssectional area; A a_= changes in cross-sectional area; As = changes in sinuosity; p =
channel pattern; 8 = aggradation and/or degradation'rates; B = sediment influx from bank
erosion; T = bedload transport rates; % = channel gradient; t% = terrace gradients; $ =
Introduced load > average bed size;, t = Introduced load < average bed size.
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James' (1991) study on western Sierra Nevada streams presents a modification o f Gilbert’s
sediment wave model that is based on evidence o f protracted release o f stored floodplain
sediment and resurveys o f channel cross-sections. However, Jam es’ model focuses on the
general shape of the sediment wave, and does not quantify the longitudinal progradation of
the wave over time. Unfortunately, the absence of data on adjustment o f the longtitudinal
profile in the basins affected by hydraulic mining debris precludes prediction of where and
when wave attenuation will occur downstream of sediment loading sites.
For the Madison River, further calibration and testing of the model will require repeated
channel surveys as the river continues to respond to the Madison Slide. Permanent survey
controls such as survey pins, rebar, or concrete benchmarks were not established
for the modem surveys. Future surveys will be able to utilize U.S.G.S. benchmarks in the
study area for reference to a sea level elevation datum. Station locations used in this study
can be referenced using Figures 9 and 23. Primary data from the 1989 water surface and
terrace profile surveys are archived with Dr. William W. Locke in the Department o f Earth
Sciences, Montana State University.
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